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This week's special Election '92 section was put together by
Community Editor Jeanette Good. The special contest pullout

section was designed by Currents Editor Lance Welibaum.
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ELECTION ’92 — sinraim 3
Hauser defeats Sparks, keeps Asse mbly seat
@ Hauser withstands attacks on his

voting record and wins another two years
in the Assembly, which he says can be

“frustrating.”

Humboldt County.
Hauser said he had several

By David Courtland

projects in Sacramento waiting

LUMBERJACK STAFF

for his return.

Overcoming his most serious
challenge since 1984, incumbent
Democrat Dan Hauser won reelection to the Assembly in the
newly reapportioned 1st District.
Despite broad support from
the area’s business community

and

a

steady

stream of attacks
on Hauser’s vot-

ing record, chal-

Anna
lenger
Sparks was unable to win in the
county where
she has represented the 5th
District on the
Board of Supervisors for 10
years. Hauser

Dan

headquarters

State Assembly

100 percent of precincts reporting

Hauser credited his volun-

teers for his vic-

Hauser

tory.
“Volunteers

abe

are the main
part of any

Sparks

campaign.

That’s what a
campaign is all
about: phoning
people, walkK
LUMBERJAC
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ing door to
the part I
“That's
door,” he said.
got 57.4 percent of the vote. With
like best. You can get a better
all precincts reporting, he led
reaction from people face-to-face
with 29,000 to 22,632 votes in
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Hauser receives poll information at

“I want to finish the railroad,”
said Hauser, referring to his efforts to establish a railway from
Humboldt County to southern
portions of the state. “And I really need to see what's happening in the rest of the state, so we
can challenge
the governor
on education.”

in

34.2%

than from television commercials.”
Hauser’s political career began in 1974 when the former
insurance claims adjuster sucArcata.
of or
ran for may
cessfully

He first ran for state office in
1982.
Comparing his sixth consecu-

tive Assembly campaign victory
to his others, Hauser said that he
has learned to take campaigning
in stride.
“In ‘82 | was brand new and I
enough tobescared.
know ’t
didn
Mysecond opponent began campaigning right after I'd won. I

didn’t expect to win that next

one (the 1984 election),” he said.

“Each one is different. I didn’t

have a serious challenge again
until now.”
Hauser said his inability to get
things done as fast as he would
like was the most frustrating aspect of his job.
“The frustration in the job, as
people
ng,
is that
much as anythi
power
more
expect you to have
than you do,” said Hauser, comparing the Assembly to the
Arcata city government. “Your
power is to persuade, and it’s
harder togeta two-thirds majority in the Assembly than two
votes on the city council.”

Eureka. Results were called in every few minutes.

Clinton snags presidency in electoral landslide

@ President Bush gives
his concession speech,
before all the states’
votes are tallied.

nouncement, but Perot called on them to

support Clinton. Perot had predicted last

week on “Larry King Live” thathe would

win all 50 states. He won none.

Clinton, in an apparent appeal for unity
with Perot and Bush supporters, said he

will look to independents and Republi-

By Robert Britt

cans, as well as Democrats, to “roll up

EDITOR IN CHIEF

economic woes.

their sleeves” and deal with the nation’s

Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton won at least 32

states in an electoral
landslide yesterday and

became the first Democratic presidential
candidate to carry California

U.S. President
Pa

closed, the 46-year-old

turnout,

esti-

that at least 100

cast ballots, eclipsing the
previous high of 92.6 mil-

lion set in 1984 and reversing a 32-year decline
in voter turnout.

Less than 90 minutes
polls

voter

mated

Bush

Clinton received 43
percent of the popular

vote, with Bush getting
baby boomer told a
evs
38 percent and Perot 19
crowd of supporters in
percent. The gap in elecLittle Rock, Ark., that the
LEE MCCORMACK
/ THE LUMBERJACK toral votes was much
election was a “clarion
wider, with at least 355
call for our country to
going to Clinton, far more than the 270 he
face the challenges of the end of the Cold
needed to win. Bush had received 157
War and the beginning of the next cenelectoral votes at press time, and had
tury.”

President Bush, in his earlier concession speech in Houston, said his administration will get behind the new president
and work with him.
“I wish him well in the White House,”
Bush said. “Regardless of our differences,
all Americans share the same purpose.”
Texas billionaire Ross Perot congratulated Clinton as the winner shortly before
the major television networks announced
their projections.

“The American people have spoken,”

Perot said. “They have chosen Gov.
Clinton.” Supporters booed the an-

slim leads in two states.
By garnering 44 percent of the vote in
California, Clinton became the first
Democratic contender to win the Golden

State since Lyndon Johnson’s 1964 land-

slide over Barry Goldwater. More than

11 million Californians, roughly threefourths of registered voters, cast ballots

yesterday, setting a record. More than
two million of those cast absentee ballots.
Clinton did not need California's 54
electoral votes to secure victory. He won
the contest before the state’s ballots even
began being tallied, and network com-

“I liked the fact that (Clinton) has moved

the Democratic party a little more toward
the center,” Arcata resident Mike
Harrison said after exiting the polls Sunset Elementary School. “Right now our

See Win, page 4

cent, and Perot 20.9 percent.

Clinton’s middle-class focus
may have won the presidency

million Americans had
Electoral votes

in 28 years.

after California

Curtis Gans, an expert
on

mentators encouraged West Coast voters
to continue to go to the polls after the
presidential race was decided.
Humboldt County voters leaned decidedly toward Clinton, giving him 26,625
votes, or 48.9 percent. Bush got 30.2 per-

By J. Waters
CTUMBERJACK STAFF

A Democratic Party official said now
that the “Electoral College landslide”

isachieved, President-elect Clinton can
begin toshape his vision for the nation.

In a telephone interview from Little
Rock, Ark., last night, a Democratic
Party national co-Chair, Roberta

Achtenberg, said the campaign’s em-

phasis on the middle class may have
raised concerns among minorities and

underrepresented groups.

In order toensure victory, the Clinton

campaign “had to focus on the people
inthe middle, and some people thought
underrepresented groups might be left

out,” said Achtenberg, who is also a

San Francisco County supervisor.
But she said the president-elect’s
rsonal magnetism and his ability to
ocus

attention

peoples’

on

the

economy helped overcome that perception.

The Clinton administration will be

inclusive, rather than exclusive, and
presidential appointments will reflect
the cultural “rainbow,” Achtenberg

tea at

ai

said. The 46-year-old Clinton will use
the honeymoon period in his first
months as president to aggressively
push his progressive legislation pack-

age.

The Clinton camp hasbeen working

for weeks on legislation the new presi-

dent will submit in his first 100daysin
office, a package expected to include
educational, job training and health
care cost control measures, according
to Achtenberg, who was the first California elected official to endorse
Clinton’s presidential bid.
She said Clinton’s plans for the
nation’s universities include the National Service Corps.

The corps
program for
ing financial
school.
Graduates
paying back

will start out as a pilot
college students, providaid while students are in
would have the option of
aid through payroll de-

ductions or by working in a police,
child care or other community service
role.
“That way, students would have
their B.A. without debt,” Achtenberg
said.
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Hamburg replaces Ri ges in Congr
@ Amidst pro-Democrat sentiment and

accusations of unethical behavior,
incumbent Frank Riggs loses his
(UMBERJACK STAFFS
Moderate Republican Congressman Frank Riggs, RWindsor, lost to Democrat Dan
Hamburg in a tight race yesterday.
icibare:

a _ former
Mendocino
County supervisor and

teacher, defeated
the
one-term
congressman
who ___ had
struck mod-

tions, finding himself caught in
a nationwide trend of Democrats replacing Republicans.
Michael Dewitt, an aide to
Riggs, said about the Democrats’
election sweep, “I think (the
Democrats) are going to have
problems rectifying the debt.”
Dewitt said there would be
problems with regulation and it
would hurt industry.
Riggs was part of the “Gang
of Seven,” a group of freshmen
congressmen who exposed the
House Bank scandal and congressional perks.
“The vast majority

of en-

trenched incumbents have lost
Dan Hamburg

erate positions on issues. Riggs opposed Desert
Storm and is pro-choice on abortion.
Riggs lost despite these posi-

Riggs had

U.S. House of Reps.
100 percent of precincts reporting

representative position.
By Harry Kassakhian
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Dewitt, who has worked in
Riggs’ Washington, D.C., office.
“Riggsisacandidate who's been

able to cut to the issue and find
a middle ground.”
“Frank Riggsis a George Bush
kind of politician,” said Democratic Central Committee Chair
John Cumming. “He hasn’t been

found out.”

knit group.”

Cumming said Riggs won
against former Democratic
Congressman Doug Bosco by running negative ads.

“There’s a certain mentality
in D.C. You're really isolated
from your constituency,” said

ery ethical breach that he accused
Doug
Boscoe of,”

touch with the American
people,” Dewitt said. “The staffers and politicians are a closely

“(Riggs)

has committed

ev-

ess

said, adding that

a good press secre-

"People who disliked Doug
Bosco because he seemed inaccessible were charmed by
Riggs,” Cumming said. “He
doesn’t really stand for anything.”
Cumming said Hamburg’s
roblem was that he wasn’t well
nown, and “he’s hard to get to
know.”
He said every election often
revolves around one candidate
in its emphasis. “This year it was
Clinton,” and this affected the
Hamburg campaign, and created
the neck-and-neck race, he said.
Regulation on the timber industry has been a sensitive issue
in the Riggs-Hamburg race, but
Cumming doesn’tconsider it the
decisive factor.
“I don’t think the timber issue
is an overriding issue in
Humboldt County,” Cumming
said.

“There’s not that many people

working in the industry anymore, and it’s not because of the
owl.”

Win
¢ Continued from page 3
economy isshotto hell, and

I don’t think the Republican people that have the
er have got their priorities in line.”
Clinton will become the
nation’s third-youngest
president when he takes
office Jan. 20 along with
Vice President-elect Albert
Gore, 44. Voters have given
the 42nd president strong
Democratic

majorities in

both the House and Senate,

ending 12 years of divided
government.
“I'm very hopeful because we are going in with

a congress that will support the president, and a
president and a congress
that won't go against the

ople,” said Pam Isaac,

vice-chair of the Humboldt
County Democratic Central
Committee.
JoAnnStanhope,
chair of
the Humboldt County Re-

publican Central Commit-

tee, said the Democrats will
now havea chance to show
Republicans “how todoit.”
Running the country,

Stanhope said, requires a
team effort, and there’s a
chance Democrats may get
more done in Washington
by cooperating.
A giant turnover is expected in Washington, as
more than 3,000 Republican political appointees are
replaced by Democrats.
Associated Press and Lumberjack reporters Harry
Kassakhianand Teri Carnicelli
contributed to this report.
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48.6%
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construction or improvement of

Toll road amendment

29.4%

70.6%
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40.7%

59.3%

General

41.8%

58.2%

Property tax exemption

51.5%

48.5%

46%

54%

Public employees retirement 51%

49%

J

66%

34%

Term limits

62.4%

37.6%

Welfare/ budget reform

46.2%

53.8%

Health care coverage

31.9%

68.1%

State taxes

41.9%

58.1%

60%

40%

Measure
SOURCE:

Proposition 155, the school
s.
was approved
bond act, tie
facili
It will provide for a bond issue of
$900 million dollars to finance

N O

52%

Physician-assisted death

163

YES

setoo construction bonds

159

_

P

public schools.
Proposition 156, the passenger rail and clean air bond act,

was defeated. It would have provided for a bond issue of one
billion dollars for funds for ac-

quisition of rights-of-way, capital expenditures, and acquisitio
of ns
rolling stock for intercity
rail, commuter rail and rail transit programs.
Proposition 157, a toll roads
and highways amendment, was
also defeated. Had it passed it
would have provided that toll
roads and highways leased to
private entities would become
toll free within 35 years. This
measure would have resulted in
the potential loss of a revenue
source for highway maintenance
and operations. The loss could
be tens of millions of dollars annually, beginning noearlier than
the year 2030.
Proposition 158, which would
have created the Office of California Analyst, was defeated.
The office would have replaced
the present Legislative Analyst
and exempted costs from the
Constitution’s Proposition 140
limit on legislative costs.
The amendment for creating

the Office of the Auditor Gen-

eral, Proposition 159, was also
defeated. If passed, the amend-

Office of the Secretary of State of California

LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK

ment would haveestablished the
auditor general as a Constitutional office and excluded audit
costs from the Constitution’s
Proposition 140 limit on legislative costs.

Proposition 160, property tax
exemption for the home of someone killed while on active military duty, seemed defeated lo-

cally, but final state figures
showed it to have barely passed.
The right-to-die initiative,
Proposition 161, was defeated
after hours of flip-flopping results. The initiative would have
established the right of the terminally ill to have a doctor hasten death. Supporters said the
terminally ill should have the
option of a dignified death but
foes said the measure would condone suicide.
Proposition 162, the pensionprotection initiative, was narrowly approved. The proposition will bar state government
from borrowing public pension
funds for other uses. It was born
from public anger after the governor and lawmakers borrowed
$1.9 billion in pension funds to
balance the 1991 state budget.
Foes called the measure a power
grab by pension boards.
The snack tax repeal, Proposition 163, was approved bya wide
margin. Businesses championed
the campaign to repeal the tax,
and there was no organized opposition to the initiative.
Proposition 164, the congres-

sional term limits initiative, was
approved nearly 2-to-1. The initiative reflected sentiment

BE
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percent and given the governor
more budget authority. Wilson

said it was needed to control

California's deficit-plagued budget. Foes said the measure would
have hurt the poor.
Proposition 166, the basic
health insurance initiative, was
defeated. It would have required
businesses to provide basic
health insurance coverage for
most employees and their families. Doctors said it would have

provided coverage for 4 million

working Californians with no
health insurance. Insurers said it
would have driven more small
businesses to other states.
The tax-the-rich initiative,
Proposition 167, was defeated. If
passed, Proposition 167 would
have raised income taxes for
businesses and the wealthy
while cutting the sales tax a quarter percent. Supporters said the
sales tax decrease would have
boosted the economy, but businesses said the measure would
have worsened unemployment.
County Measure P was overwhelmingly approved. A portion of the existing motor vehicle tax revenues will now be
spent on rail transportation
projects which benefit Humboldt
County, including rehabilitation
of the rail lines.
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The polls called it

Gracious Winners? _

By J. Waters
TUMBERJACK STAFF

President Bush called them “those nutty pollsters” and
Ross Perot said they weren’t counting his supporters accurately, but final “hagas vote tallies showed a close relation to
last-minute polls.
With Clinton taking 43 percent, Bush 38 percent and Perot
19percent of the popular vote, poll-taking prognosticators
look more clairvoyant than nutty.
A series of last-minute polls, released Monday night and
early yesterday, showed Clinton with an average lead of
seven points over Bush, with Perot third averaging 15.4
percent of the vote. The average error margin for the polls was
plus or minus 3 percent.
pol of 9,115 likely voters from all 50 states
An ABC news
bia showed Clinton with 44 percent
Colum
of
t
and the Distric
of the vote, Bush with 37 percent and Perot with 16 percent,

with an error margin of plus or minus 3 percent. “Likely”
voters, as opposed to registered voters, are those who voted
in the last election.
The Harris Poll of 1,615 likely voters taken Monday showed

Clinton with a 44- percent to 38- percent lead over Bush, with
Perota distant third at 17 percent. The Harris Poll had an error
margin of plus or minus 2.5 percent.
The 1,615 voters called Monday by the Harris organization

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Democrats at the headquarters in Eureka jump for joy Tuesday night as one after another
of their favored candidates win the elections. All tallied, the Democrats won the
presidency, two Senate seats, the U.S. House of Representatives, and the State Assembly

were taken froma sample of 1,975 likely voters polled over the

weekend. The second sample was an attempt to gauge lastminute changes. Harris said “fully 11 percent” of those sampled
Monday changed their minds over the weekend, “but the
great majority of the changes cancelled each other out.”

A “probable electorate” in a CBS-New York Times poll of

seat.

1,731 registered voters gave Clinton a 45 -percent to 37percent lead and had Perot lagging at 15 percent. The poll had
an error margin of plus or minus 3 percent and consisted of
interviews conducted Saturday through Monday.

The pollsters may be nutty and samples of likely voters
may not please all candidates, but this year the numbers
added up.
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Women go to Senate

Senate delegation in Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, and Bill Clinton is
the first Democrat to carry California for president since 1964.
Democrats also won 26 of California’s 52 congressional seats and were
leading in five more, widening their current 26-19 majority over Republicans

She said the economic recovery had to

Democrats Dianne Feinstein and Bar-

bara Boxer yesterday
became the first California women ever elected
to the U.S. Senate.

be a “team effort.”

“It’s very difficult to
work with the Democratic
Congress. Apparently
this is what the people

U. S. Senate (2-yr)

to a potential 31-21 margin in the larger delegation.
Women won or were leading in eight of the state’s 52 congressional races,
an increase from just three women in the current 45-member congressional’

Feinstein won the | 99.5 percent of precincts reporting | want,” Stanhope said.

can appointed by Gov.
Wilson. Boxer won the
long, six-year seat
against Republican TV
commentator
Feinstein,

LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK

a former

San Francisco mayor,
in a landslide victory.

With 99.5 percent of
precincts reporting,
she
was
beating
Seymour 54.7 to 37.5
rcent.

The race for the long
seat was closer. With

Barbara Boxer

winning

99.5 percent of precincts reporting, Boxer
against
race
the

Herschensohn 48.3 to 42.6 percent.

“We're really down; it’s really somber,” said Tim Charters, an activist working for Congressman Frank Riggs’ re-

election campaign, on the defeat of both

Republican candidates for Senate and the
GOP candidate for the state Assembly.

JoAnn Stanhope, chair of the Republi-

Spt

%

=
(Coy

Fulkerson,

cratic

a victory party last night in her home town of San Francisco, where she served
as mayor for 10 years.
“Once again, California is on the cutting edge of history, sending two
women to the United States Senate,” added Boxer, 51, who has served five

turn to substance.”
“We're actually heading toward fair, equal rep-

Bruce

defeatedheropponent

was

Cumming, chair of the
County
Humboldt
Democratic CentralCommittee. “I hope they can

Seymour

Herschensohn.

delegation. Women were also increasing their numbers from 21 to 25 in the
120-member state Legislature.
“Washington, ready or not, here we come,” a triumphant Feinstein, 59, told

come eaid* fom

l
John | Somnea
agernet
seat’
54.7
Republithe
Seymour,

resentation,”

Demo-

Humboldt

r

Feinstein defeated appointed Republican incumbent John Seymour in their
race for the final two years of the U.S. Senate term Pete Wi‘lson vacated when
he was elected governor in 1990.
Boxer defeated Republican Bruce Herschensohn in their race for a full sixyear term succeeding Democrat Alan Cranston, who is retiring after 24 years
in the Senate.
There will be as many as 17 new faces in the congressional delegation as

|
i

County Supervisor.

a

Fulkerson said the
U.S. Senate will

terms in the House representing the Marin County suburbs north of San
Francisco.

said Julie

-

have

fair representation
once it is comprised of
at least 50 women and
minorities.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — California elected the nation’s first all-woman U.S.
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we can say now is they
County, said, “Al

By Harry Kassakhian and
Béa Tomaselli
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reapportionment, retirements and

one primary election defeat created

open seats.
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The ideological gap (ies

is much wider be- Dianne Feinstein
tween
Boxer and
Herschensohn than between Feinstein
and Seymour, who are moderates. Boxer
is a liberal who supports a number of
social programs and deep defense cuts,
while Herschensohn is a proponent of
limited federal government.

|

In other high profile congressional races:
e Republican Dick Rutan, co-pilot of the historic 1986 round-the-world
flight of the Voyager, was defeated by veteran Democratic Rep. George Brown
Jr. by 51 percent to 44 percent in a Riverside-area district.
e Millionaire Republican Michael Huffington, who spent $4.5 million in the
nation’s most expensive congressional campaign, won 52 percent of the vote
to 35 percent for Democrat Gloria Ochoa in the Santa Barbara area.
Democrats also retained control of both houses of the state Legislature,
despite newly redrawn districts that gave Republicans the edge.
State Senate winners include 1960s student leader and anti-war activist Tom
Hayden, a Democratic 10-year veteran of the state Assembly.

The Associated Press contributed to this

report.
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Each student will have an appointment time printed on the registration ticket. ofIf
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time.

Registration priority is based on student class level and number of earned units.
Please be prepared with alternate course choices in case the course we request .is
not available. The better prepared you are, the less time it will take to register
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Payment of registration fees is due no later than seven calendar days after thein
student has registered. Failure to pay your fees within this deadline will result
a late fee and/or cancellation of your schedule.
CLOSED\CANCELLED\NEW COURSES will be displayed on terminals
located in Karshner Lounge begining November 11. These terminals will be
updated at least twice a day.

Registration materials are
available at your advisor’s office
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The polls called it

Gracious Winners? _

By J. Waters

TUMBERJACK STAFF
and
President Bush called them “those nutty pollsters”
accurters
suppo
Ross Perot said they weren’t counting his
to
rately, but final “sae vote tallies showed a close relation
last-minute polls.
With Clinton taking 43 percent, Bush 38 percent and Perot
19percent of the popular vote, poll-taking prognosticators

look more clairvoyant than nutty.

A series of last-minute polls, released Monday night and
early yesterday, showed Clinton with an average lead of
seven points over Bush, with Perot third averaging 15.4
percent of the vote. The average error margin for the polls was
:
plus or minus 3 percent.
states
50
all
from
s
pol of 9,115 likely voter
An ABC news
bia showed Clinton with 44 percent
Colum
of
ct
Distri
the
and
of the vote, Bush with 37 percent and Perot with 16 percent,

with an error margin of plus or minus 3 percent. “Likely”

opposed to registered voters, are those who voted

voters, as

in the last fei

The Harris Poll of 1,615 likely voters taken Monday showed
Clinton with a 44- percent to 38- percent lead over Bush, with
Perota distant third at 17 percent. The Harris Poll had an error
PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Democrats at the headquarters in Eureka jump for joy Tuesday night as one after another
of their favored candidates win the elections. All tallied, the Democrats won the
presidency, two Senate seats, the U.S. House of Representatives, and the State Assembly
seat.
.

margin of plus or minus 2.5 percent.
The 1,615 voters called Monday by the Harris organization
were taken froma sample of 1,975 likely voters polled over the
weekend. The second sample was an attempt to gauge lastminute changes. Harris said “fully 11 percent” of thosesampled
Monday changed their minds over the weekend, “but the
great majority of the changes cancelled each other out.”

A “probable electorate” in a CBS-New York Times poll of
1,731 registered voters gave Clinton a 45 -percent to 37percent lead and had Perot lagging at 15 percent. The poll had

an error margin of plus or minus 3 percent and consisted of
interviews conducted Saturday through Monday.

The pollsters may be nutty and samples of likely voters

may not please all candidates, but this year the numbers

added up.

you have a HOLD on pr sua
registration because of the
measles immunization
requirement?

The Associated Press contributed to this report

2
FREE
MEASLES
IMMUNIZATIONS

frames in stock!
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Measles clinics will be held at
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

at these times
ONLY.

from November 5 - December 3

IThursdays from 8 a.m.-11:45a.m.

Fridays from 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

First come first served.

Or if you have proet of immunization, bring your records to the
regular business hours to obtain
Student Health Center —
clearance
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Women go to Senate
can Central Committee of Humboldt
County, said, “ All we can say now is they

By Harry Kassakhian and
Béa Tomaselii

(Democrats)

TOMBERJACK STAFF

Democrats Dianne Feinstein and Bar-

bara Boxer yesterday

show us how to do it.”

She said the economic recovery had to
be a “team effort.”
“It's very difficult to
work with the Democratic
Congress. Apparently
this is what the people

U. S. Senate (2-yr)

became the first California women ever elected
to the U.S. Senate.

: Feinstein won the | 9-5 percent of precincts reporting | want,” Stanhope said.

oanthe
anid”
dre?
of
chair
Cumming,

John | pemeteln
saat’ agelost
54.7
the Republi-

Seymour,
can appointed by Gov.
Wilson. Boxer won the
long,

six-year

seat

County
Humboldt
Democratic CentralCommittee. “I hope they can

ae

turn to substance.”
against Republican TV
“We're actually headcommentator
Bruce
ing toward fair, equal repHerschensohn.
LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK resentation,” said Julie
Feinstein, a former
aie
DemoSan Francisco mayor,
Fulkerson,
- |
defeated her opponent
Humboldt
cratic
a
;
in a landslide victory.
County Supervisor.
ee
With 99.5 percent of
Fulkerson said the
precincts reporting,
she
was
beating
Seymour 54.7 to 37.5

U.S. Senate will have

percent.

at least 50 women and
minorities.

The race for the long
seat was closer. With
99.5
percent of preBarbara Boxer
cincts reporting, Boxer
against
race
the
winning
was
Herschensohn 48.3 to 42.6 percent.
“We're really down; it’s really som-

ber,” said Tim Charters, an activist work-

S=e

ing for Congressman
election campaign, on
Republican candidates
GOP candidate for the

Frank Riggs’ rethe defeat of both
for Senate and the
state Assembly.

once it is comprised of

re

7

The ideological gap (is

is much

wider

be- Dianne Feinstein

tween
Boxer and
Herschensohn than between Feinstein
and Seymour, who are moderates. Boxer
is a liberal who supports a number of
social programs and deep defense cuts,
while Herschensohn is a proponent of
limited federal government.

Democrats make waves
LOS ANGELES (AP) — California elected the nation’s first all-woman U.S.

Senate delegation in Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, and Bill Clinton is

the first Democrat to carry California for president since 1964.
Democrats also won 26 of California’s 52 congressional seats and were
leading in five more, widening their current 26-19 majority over Republicans
to a potential 31-21 margin in the larger delegation.

Women won or were leading in eight of the state’s 52 congressional races,

an increase from just three women in the current 45-member congressional
delegation. Women were also increasing their numbers from 21 to 25 in the

120-member state Legislature.

“Washington, ready or not, here we come,” a triumphant Feinstein, 59, told
a victory party last night in her home town of San Francisco, where she served
as mayor for 10 years.
“Once again, California is on the cutting edge of history, sending two

women to the United States Senate,” added Boxer, 51, who has served five

terms in the House representing the Marin County suburbs north of San
Francisco.

Feinstein defeated appointed Republican incumbent John Seymour in their
race for the final two years of the U.S. Senate term Pete Wi‘lson vacated when
he was elected governor in 1990.
Boxer defeated Republican Bruce Herschensohn in their race for a full sixyear term succeeding Democrat Alan Cranston, who is retiring after 24 years
in the Senate.
There will be as many as 17 new faces in the congressional delegation as
reapportionment, retirements and one primary election defeat created 16

open seats.

In other high profile congressional races:
e Republican Dick Rutan, co-pilot of the historic 1986 round-the-world
flight of the Voyager, was defeated by veteran Democratic Rep. George Brown
Jr. by 51 percent to 44 percent in a Riverside-area district.
¢ Millionaire Republican Michael Huffington, who spent $4.5 million in the
nation’s most expensive congressional campaign, won 52 percent of the vote
to 35 percent for Democrat Gloria Ochoa in the Santa Barbara area.
Democrats also retained control of both houses of the state Legislature,
despite newly redrawn districts that gave Republicans the edge.
State Senate winners include 1960s student leader and anti-war activist Tom
Hayden, a Democratic 10-year veteran of the state Assembly.

The Associated Press contributed to this

report.
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time.
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CLOSED\CANCELLED\NEW COURSES will be displayed on terminals
located in Karshner Lounge begining November 11. These terminals will be
updated at least twice a day.

Registration materials are
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2
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amessage fr
The federal
government
has spent
almost

$3 billion of
our taxes
since 1970
to promote

contraceptives

and
“safe sex”’
among our
teenagers.
[sn t it time
we asked,
What have
we gotten for
our money?
These are the
facts:

* The federal Centers for Disease
Control estimate that there are now |
million cases of HIV infection
nationwide. '

© | in 100 students coming to the
University of Texas health center now
curries the deadly virus.’
¢ The rate of heterosexual HIV
transmission has increased 44% since
September 1989. '
¢ Sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) infect 3 million teenagers
annually."
© 63% of all STD cases occur

among persons less than 25 years of
age.’
¢ | million new cases of pelvic

inflammatory disease occur annually.°
© 1.3 million new cases of
gonorrhea occur annually’; strains of
gonorrhea have developed that are

resistant to penicillin.
¢ Syphilis is at a 40-year high, with
134,000 new infections per year."
© 500,000 new cases of herpes occur

annually”; it is estimated that 16.4% of
the U.S. population ages 15-74 is
infected, totaling more than 25 million
Americans — among certain groups,
the infection rate is as high as 60%.""
¢4 million cases of chlamydia occur

annually''; 10-30% of 15- to19-yearolds are infected."
© There are now 24 million cases of
human papilloma virus (HIPV), with a
higher prevalence among teens."'

To date, over 20 different and
dangerous sexually transmitted
diseases are rampant among the
young. Add to that the problems

associated with promiscuous
behavior: infertility,
abortions and intected
newborns. The cost of
this epidemic is

staggering, both in
human suffering and in
expense to society; yet
epidemiologists tell us
we've only seen the
beginning.

have a word for people who rely on
condoms as a means of birth control.

We call them .. . “parents.”

Remembering that a woman can
conceive only one or two days per
month, we can only guess how high the
failure rate for condoms must be in
preventing disease, which can be
transmitted 365 days per year! If the
devices are not used properly, or if they
slip just once, viruses and bacteria are

exchanged and the disease process
begins. One mistake after 500
“protected” episodes is all it takes to
contract a sexually transmitted disease.

The damage is done in a single
moment when rational thought ts
overridden by passion.
Those who would

depend on so insecure a
method must use it properly
on every occasion, and
even then a high failure

rate is brought about by
factors beyond their
control. The young
victim who is told
by his elders that

Incredibly, the ‘‘safesex”’ gurus and condom

\

promoters who got us
into this mess are still
determining our policy regarding
adolescent sexuality. Their ideas have

failed, and it is time to rethink their
bankrupt policies.
How long has it been since you’ve
heard anyone tell teenagers why it is to
their advantage to remain virgins until
marricd? The facts are being withheld
trom them, with tragic consequences.
Unless we come to terms with the
sickness that stalks a generation of

Americans, teen promiscuity will
continue, and millions of kids . . .
thinking they are protected . . . will
suffer for the rest of their lives. Many
will die of AIDS.

There is only one safe way to
remain healthy in the midst of a sexual
revolution, It is to abstain from
intercourse until marriage, and then

wed and be faithful to an uninfected
partner. [tis a concept that was widely
endorsed in society until the 1960s.
Since then, a “better idea” has come
along... one that now threatens the
entire human family.

Inevitable questions are raised
whenever abstinence is proposed. It’s
time we gave some clear answers:

Why, apart from moral
considerations, do you think teenagers
should be taught to abstain from sex
until marriage?

No other approach to the epidemic
of sexually transmitted diseases will
work. The so-called “sufe-sex” solution
is a disaster in the making. Condoms

can fail at least 15.7 percent of the time
annually in preventing pregnancy."
They fuil 36.3 percent of the time
annually in preventing pregnancy
among young, unmarried minority
women." In a study of homosexual

men, the British Medical Journal
reported the failure rate due to slippage
and breakage to be 26 pereent.'* Given
these findings, it is obvious why we

this little latex
device is “sate”
may not know
he is risking

lifelong pain and even death for so
brief a window of pleasure. What a
burden to place on an immature mind
and body!
Then we must recognize that there
are other differences between
pregnancy prevention and discuse
prevention. HIV is 1/25th the width of
sperm,” and can pass casily through
even the smallest gaps in condoms.
Researchers studying surgical gloves
made out of latex, the same material in
condoms, found “channels of 5
microns that penetrated the entire
thickness of the glove.”"* HIV
measures .1 microns." Given these
findings, what rational, informed
person would trust his or her
very life to such flimsy
armor?
This surely explains
why not one of 800

Some will. Some won't. It's still the

only answer. But let’s talk about an
“unworkable solution” of the first

order. Since 1970, the federal

government has spent nearly $3 billion
to promote contraception and “sate
sex.” This year alone, 450 million of

your tax dollars will go down that
drain!' (Compared with less than $8
nillion for abstinence programs, which
Sen. ‘Teddy Kennedy and company

have sought repeatedly to eliminate
ultogether.) Isn‘t it time we ask what
we've gotten for our money? After 22
years and nearly $3 billion, some 58
percent of teenage girls under 18 still
did not use contraception during their

first intercourse.’ Furthermore,
teenagers tend to keep having

unprotected intercourse for a full year,
on average, before starting any kind of
contraception.”' That is the success
ratio of the experts who call abstinence
“unrealistic” and “unworkable.”

Even if we spent another $50 billion
to promote condom usage, most
teenagers would still not use them

consistently and properly. The nature
of human beings and the passion of the
act simply do not lend themselves to a
disciplined response in young
romantics.

But if you knew a teenager was
going to have intercourse, wouldn’t
you teach him or her about proper
condom usage?
No, because that approach has an
unintended consequence. The process
of recommending condom usage to
teenagers inevitably conveys five
dangerous ideas: (1) that “sale sex” is

achievable; (2) that everybody is doing
it; (3) that responsible adults expect
them to do it; (4) that it’s a good thing;
and (5) that their peers know they
know these things, breeding
promiscuity. Those are very destructive
messages to give our kids.
i
Furthermore, Planned
Parenthood’s own data show that
the number one reason teenagers
engage in intercourse is peer
pressure!” Therefore,

sexologists at a

conference a lew years
ago raised a hand when
asked if they would
trust a thin rubber
sheath to protect
them during
intercourse with a
known HIV-infected
person.” Who could
blame them? They’re not crazy, after
all. And yet they're perfectly willing to
tell our kids that “safe sex” is within
reach and that they can sleep around
with impunity.
There is only one way to protect
ourselves from the deadly diseases that
lie in wait. It is abstinence before
marriage, then marriage and mutual
fidelity for life to an uninfected partner.
Anything less is potentially suicidal.
That position is simply NOT
rvalistic today. [t's an unworkable
solution: Kids will NOT implement it.

anything we do to

=

imply that “everybody is doing it”
results in: more... not
fewer ... people who
give the game a try.
Condom distribution
programs do not reduce
the number of kids exposed
to disease . . . they radically
increase it!
Want proof of that fact? Since the
federal government began its major
contraception program in 1970, unwed

pregnancies have increased 87 percent
among 15- to 19-year-olds.”* Likewise,
abortions among teens rose 67
percent,” unwed births went up 61

percent.”’ And venereal disease has

infected a generation of young people.
Nice job, sex counselors. Good
thinking, senators and congressmen.
Nice nap, America.
paid advertisement
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Little Virginity
Having made a blunder that now

threatens the human family, one would
think the designers would be
backtracking and apologizing for their
miscalculations. Instead, they continue
to lobby Congress and corporate

America for more money. Given the
misinformation extant on this subject,
they'll probably get it.
Bast if you were a parent

You place major responsibility on
thase who have told adolescents that
sexual expression is their right as
long as they do it “properly.” Who
else has contributed to the epidemic?

listened over a hastily prepared public
address system. Who says kids won't
listen to this time-honored message?
Even teens who have been sexually

active can choose to stop. This is often
called “secondary virginity,” a good
concept that conveys the idea that kids
can start over. One young girl recently

Even though the

sufe-sex advocates

a

Spokane-based Teen-Aid and
Chicago's Southwest Parents

that with a gun, death is quicker.
Suppose your son or daughter were

Commitice are good examples. So are
Neat Generation iw Maryland, Choices

joining an 18-month skydiving club of
six members. If you knew that one of
their parachutes would definitely fail,
would you recommend that they
simply buckle the chutes tighter?
Certainly not. You would say, “Please
don't jump. Your life is at stake!” How

in California and Respect Inc. in

could a loving parent do less?

Kids won’t listen to the abstinence
message. You’re just wasting your
breath to try to sell them a notion
like that.
Ii is a popular myth that teenagers
are incapable of understanding that it ts
in their best interest to save themselves

until marriage. Almost 65 percent of all
high school females under 18 are
virgins.”
A few years ago in Lexington, Ky.,

a youth event was held that featured no
sports contest, no rock groups—just an
ex-convict named Harold Morris
talking about abstinence, among other

subjects. The coliseum seated 18,000
people, but 26,000 teenagers showed
up! Eventually, more than 2,000 stood
outside the packed auditorium and

programs have been developed.

My Future; Reasonable Reasons to
Wait; Sex, Love & Choices; FA.C.TS.

etc., are all abstinence-themed

Program!
Establishing and nurturing
abstinence ideas with kids, however,

most will. But pro-abstinence
messages are drowned out in a sea of

Wad

HD

p87 80 AL

Decora Ne vamality, (Araguent TE)

amt Susan M. Garabevion Kutta, “A Treated Ulyakie to Resistant Caemertea,” Movin al
Gabictn
OP

paid advertisement
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For more information on
this subject, or for
counseling and prayer,

please call Arcata First
Baptist Church at

822-0367 or Trinity
Baptist Church at
822-7668. Thank you.

“Teenager’s Bill of Rights,” as follows:
¢ | have the right to think for myself.
¢ | have the right to decide whether

cc---------
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However, your support is requested
for

an upcoming TV program for
teenagers on this important topic. Your
comments are also solicited.

declarations that make up a

toxic teen-sex-is-inevitable-use-acondom propaganda from “safe-sex”
professionals.

Parenthowl’s Alan Guttmacher Imanute Increae calculated from 1973, fiewt year of legal shuren. 27 US. Congress,

marriage as the only healthy way to
survive this worldwide epidemic.
Please use the coupon below to
obtain a valuable booklet on
abstinence. There is no charge for it.

“Teens Have the Right,” and is
apparently intended to free adolescents
from adult authority. Inside are the six

can be like spitting into the wind. Not
because they won't listen, because

and the Envirunment, The Reauthortcaten of Tithe X of the Pubie: Health
House Commatee on Energy and Commerce, Suboummiticeon Health

Begin to promote abstinence before

price we are paying now for the lies we
have been told.
The government hits also
contributed to this crisis and continues
to exacerbate the problem. For
example, a current brochure from the
federal Centers for Disease Control
and the City of New York is entitled,

| want to support a national television broadcast on abstinence and
help Focus on the Family reach out to America's kids.

Th
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all means, share it with your teenagers.

looked like so much fun. But what a

pregnant while in the Best Friends

(1., March 12, 1992,
Council, Feb. 1992), p. 2. 26. Gilbert 1. Cruse, Office of Planning and Evaluation, US. Dept of Health& Human Services.

your congressman or senator.
Distribute copies to the PTA. And by

AIDS,” or that strains of gonorrhea are

project helps adolescents in
Washington, D.C., graduate trom high
school and remain abstinent. In five
years, not one female has become
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out this ad and save it. Take it to your
next school board meeting. Send it to

now resistant to penicillin."
No, there was no downside. It all

youth is Elayne Bennett’s Best Friends
Program. This successful “mentoring”
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virus (HPV) kill more women than

programs to help kids make good
sexual decisions.
A good curriculum for inner-city
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Now, more than ever, virtue is a
necessity.
If you agree with Focus on the
Family that it is time for a new

that there was no cure for their disease
or that they would have to deal with
the pain for the rest of their lives. No
one ever heard that genital cancers
associated with the human papilloma
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and brightest. It is time to speak up for
an old-fashioned value called virginity.

down with herpes, or syphilis, or
chlamydia, or pelvic inflammatory
disease, or infertility, or AIDS, or
genital warts, or cervical cancer. No
patients were ever told by a physician

Ilinois. Other curricula such as Facing |

a

sexual expression.
Your tax dollars at work!
Surely there are other Americans
who recognize the danger now
threatening a generation of our best

be chaste, and they were too stupid or
ugly to find partners.
Of course, the beautiful young
actors in those steamy dramas never
faced any consequences for their
sexual indulgence. No one ever came

Thankfully, some excellent

Data Sources: 1 Pamcts Medonnct, Sevually Tranunated Drewes Diviaon, Conters for Disease Control, U8. Dept of Health &

ask for help) is a list of organizations
and phone numbers that readers are
encouraged to call. The philosophy that
governs several of the organizations
reflects the homosexual agenda, which
includes recruitment of the young and
vigorous promotion of a teen’s right to

robots. Only the nerds were shown to

partner was infected

with HIV found that 17%
of the partners using condoms
for protection still caught the
virus within a year and a half.™
Telling our teens to “reduce their risk”
to one in six (17%) is not much better
than advocating Russian roulette. Both
are fatal, eventually. The difference is

¢ | have the right to ask for help if 1
need it,
Under this final item (the right to

epidemic of AIDS. They profess to be
very concerned about those who are
infected with sexually transmitted
diseases, and perhaps they are sincere.
However, TV executives and movie
moguls have contributed mightily to
the existence of this plague. For
decades, they have depicted teens and
young adults climbing in and out of
each other's beds like so many sexual

tell her that even though she
can't go back, she can go
forward. She can regain her selfrespect and protect her health,
because it's never too late to start
saying “no” to premarital sex.
‘

¢ | have the right to express myself.

the cable television entities are
wringing their hands about this terrible

responsible adults we need to

study of married
couples in which one

¢ | have the right to use protection
when I have sex.
¢ | have the right to buy and use
condoms.

The entertainment industry must

I could take it back." As

teenager's life’? One

with.

certainly share the blame, including
television producers. It is interesting in
this context that all four networks and

wrote Ann Landers to say she wished
she had kept her virginity, signing
the letter, “Sorry | didn't and wish

rather he or she used a
condom?
How much risk is
acceptable when you're
talking about your

to have sex and whojm| to have it

l
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on Pledge
The Graduatipape
r
It’s more than just a piece of
By Wendi Grasseschi
“I pledge to investigate thoroughly and take
into account the social and environmental consequences of any job opportunity I consider.”
Simple words, but these words have been heard

literally around the world. These are the words of

a graduation pledge, used for the first time at the
1987 commencement ceremonies of Humboldt
State University.
The pledge was written in this form by student
and community members of Student Citizens for
Social Responsibility. However, the concept of
around for
nal
has been
sio
codes of ethics
profes
s
physician'
the
by
thousands of years, as witnessed
Oath of Hippocrates.
Since the pledge was first voted by HSU students to be incorporated into their graduation
exercise, it has spread to over 30 other academic
institutions. The Graduation Pledge Alliance
(GPA), a project of the ee Center for
ropriate Techno
AT), has
od .
Soak
ae
an

~ he
effort with press releases, newsan"
letters, and hundreds of “ “ oe
hours

of volunteer

work.

The Massachu-

setts Institute of Tech-

er

you have
nces
so that
do in terms of its conseque
confidence in the worth of your commitments.
“It is in this context that I view the Commenceoutment Pledge idea. It asks us to consider
normasome
to
e
allegianc
declare
to
comes, not
tive standard it supplies. It should be equally
acceptable to the political conservative as to the
liberal because it does something we all need to
do more often, it helps us focus on the consewhat wesdo, it urges us to estimate
queofnce
then, and urges us to try to decide whether they
are acceptable...”
to do, or what
not t
not say wha
dge
The pledoes
to do. It does not define what is or is not socially
and environmentally responsible. Because it is
non-partisan and because adherence to it is personal and voluntary, it has been criticized as
being ineffectual, as the stuff of young idealists
who obviously do not understand how the “real
world” works. Pledge supporters think other-

wise.

“The pledge has been a catalyst for me
throughout college,” said a 1991 HSU gradu-

\. ate. “It is a symbol of all of the work I have
\.

nae ata

sbtZ

y

.

4 oo .

Be

Gor

eo
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nology, Stanford, CSU
+
wr
Long Beach, University
of Colorado/Boulder,
Comell, University of Oregon/Eugene,
and UC’s Berkeley, Santa Cruz and Davis
are only a few of the campuses that have adopted
the pledge idea. At least two high schools, Santa
Cruz High School and Arcata High School, have
incorporated the pledge concept into their graduation ceremonies.
The pledge has provided a model of action for
several national and international social change
groups. The Council on Economic Priorities in
New York, the Student Environmental Action
Coalition, the Student Action Union, and Physicians for Social Responsibility have supported
the pledge.
The pledge has been the subject of articles in
The Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles Times,
The Chicago Tribune, The Denver Post, The San
Francisco Examiner, and many others. Periodicals such as The Chronicle of Higher Education,
E Magazine, Building Economic Alternatives and
In Context have published articles on the pledge.
There has also been extensive coverage by the
student press from all over the United States.
The pledge is simple words, yes. But these
words have clearly touched a chord which resonates in many of us. Some twenty years ago,
science and engineering students at University of
Zagreb in Yugoslavia were required to swear that
they would use their knowledge only for constructive and humane purposes. In the early eighties, physics students at UC Berkeley tried to
implementa voluntary graduation oath of refusal
to work for the military or military contractors.
But until now, there has never been large-scale
interdisciplinary, international interest in the concept of pledges of ethical responsibility.
Responsibility is the ability to respond. Inherently, to respond means to act, to create, to
change. Butresponsibility also implies an awareness of the impacts of one’s actions, and it is this
concept that is finally becoming a part of the
global community's consciousness. The days of
action without thought are obsolete in this increasingly closely knit world.
We are bound together by a delicate bio/social
matrix both fragile and strong. Years of irresponsible action have nearly torn the matrix irrevoca-

bly apart, for society has unrelentingly taught or
forced us to separate our
and ethical
lives from our jobs, and pressured us to not look
at the physical and social effects of our work.
Ina time of escalating environmental deterioration and immense social change, it is not hard to
argue that we are paying the price of this inability
to consider implications, to think about them
Critically, to respond, to act.
At Stanford University’s 97th commencement,
do go to
President Donald Kennedy said, “...First,
work on the world’s problems. They look much
more overwhelming when one cannot envision
oneself as part of the solution....It is not for
led his string of aphonothing that Hippocrates
risms with: First, do no harm. Evaluate what you

\__

wt

done here. I have been able to design my

degree in the Natural Resources program
with a B.S. that will be
and

and a perboth economically lucrative

_sonal step in healing a damaged environ-

ment. The pledge concept has helped to crystallize my priorities and ethical beliefs and to
transform them into first, course work and now,
a career.”
it is so easy for us to forget how much
“I think
power we have, as individuals. The whole social
system encourages this sense of powerlessness,
and many of us buy into it. To me, the pledge is
a statement of power, a belief that I, one woman,
have the ability to change what is into something
alittle closerto what could be. If nothing else, for

today’s graduate, thereis an enormous market for

work that is oriented towards cleaning up the

mess that previous generations have made. And

that work must
be done. But beyond that, there is
a need to envision new ways of being and acting
in the world. The pledge has been a constant
reminder of my responsibility towards the human
and non-human community.”
Another HSU student, Michele Van
Hentenryck, turned down an interview with the

GPA

volunteer Maria Moore hands a pledge to a

graduate at the HSU commencement
this past
May.

— Photo by John Goldsmith

San Francisco-based Bechtel Corporation.
“At first, all I knew was that they were a large
firm. When another student told me about the
pledge, I began inquiring. I didn’t like that they
work with the weapons industry, that they are not
very open about their dealings...Maybe I’m just

one person, but who knows? If everyone acts as

role-models, it could have an effect,” she said.
Words on a piece of paper lead to critical
thinking, thinking to responsible action. Bill

Devall, sociology professor at HSU, asks his

students to write essays and discuss how they
would investigate a job in their field of interest.

These are real people making real, active deci-

sions about the course and quality of their lives.

There is no more important work than this that
of us can do, and like the proverbial ripple
on the pond, the waves grow in circumferenceas
we learn from—and pom -—one a .
pledge-signers. Multiplied
All these people are

s
Students in Professor Susan Armstrong- Buck'
the
e
relat
to
business ethics class were asked
ledge conceptto their lives. At Rocky Mountain
nt
High School in Fort Collins, Colorado, stude
iAmer
g
amon
s
ssion
discu
pledge organizers led
can Government seniors.
The power to generate discussion is one of the
pledge’s greatest strengths within the academic
community. However, the graduate who goes
through commencement after four years of ace
quiescent and unquestioning tutelage is unlikely
to change from apathy to action just by being

ted with the pledge at graduation. A pro-

cess of seeking and questioning must start earlier.
Howard Stauffer, professor of Mathematics at
HSU, would like to see a network of faculty who

in all their classes over the
e n
io
the pledg
ment
course of the year.
“I do not think it is a conflict of
interest to bring these issues out [in
the classroom]. I want to warn stu-

dents about the challenges they will
face, and one of these challenges is
the ethical challenge about the kind
of work you will do. Because I am
have been there, I feel oband r
olde
ligated to talk about conflicts—ones
I have faced personally and more
general questions too,” he saiatd a

recent GPA meeting.

Emeritus Professor of Biology Dan
Brant has also started to network
with HSU faculty, urging them to
support the work of the GPA.
sto
nt
amen
Sacr
Stucs.t governatme
UniverState
o
State, San Francisc

sity, HSU, and others have passed
resolutions in support of the pledge
concept. At Sonoma State, the student government even amended its

by the thousands of others that
by the red oe
the pledge has touched, they are a powerful force

for change towards a more livable and humane

world.
However, the process of creating waves must
be initiated by a single action, or a single individual. Without that one initiator of motion, there

are no expanding ripples, and HSU's GPA is
feeling the effects of time and change.
GPA is alive—and it is struggling. Since the
inception of the pledge five years ago, there has
been a turnover of students. Enrollment has in-

creased by some 2,500 students, making outreach

s and time-consuming. Most
expensive
ort
effmore
of the original pledge organizers and pledge

signers have graduated, and GPA has always

counted heavily on a handful of committed volunteers to get the word out.
Today, GPA needs an
infusion of new energy.
“It is ironic that the
pledge has achieved national recognitio
and n
yet
today, the majority of students at HSU do not know
what the pledge is,” King
said,
“What many people
don’ trecognize
is that the
pledge is a whole process,
a way of life. They want
to bandwagon
onto something that sounds good,
but not to follow through
the words with action.
They don’t want to acknowledge that living the

the world = piedge takes es de
graduations around
awareness, consciousness
incorporate Ths a
and follow-up action.”
guide
responsibility. This
GPA wants people who
—_
¢
oe
ya
oe
helpe cee

ter College in Indiana wear green ribbons in their
gowns to show support for student pledge signers. Students at the University of Oregon in
Eugene participated in a public forum on the
pledge.
It is clear that discussion is indeed being generated, that there are many people thinking about
the effects of their actions on the planet.
Resolutions, discussions, essays, signatures.
More words. Do they really change the world?
Isn’t changing the world after all, the real goal of
the pledge?
Lindamarie King is a double major in zoology
and philosophy and an HSU GPA member.
“In my zoology classes, it bothers me that they
used so many animals for dissection. 15 sharks
for 30 people! The pledge concept was instrumental in a group of us getting together and
working with the instructor to bring in plastic
animals and colored transparencies to study ani-

can see the pledge in this
context, as an ongoing,
integral part of life. GPA's new office at CCAT
makes the group more accessible to students ar.c
more visible again. It truly does take only a few
people to make the kind of national impact that
the pledge has made, and indeed, that is how so
many were reached during the first years of the
pledge. But more members will take the burden
off the few that have stuck it out, and prevent just
the kind of exhaustion HSU's older GPA members are feeling.
“There are so many different projects planned
right now around the pledge that there is something for everyone’ s particular interest and talent.
If the pledge is to survive here, it is going to need
your help,” Nicodemus said.
No one said that being a conscious, thinking,
responsible person is easy. There are no effective
short-term solutions, no bandages to apply in a
world as ecologically and socially diverse as this
planet Earth. The question of values, of what is
and is not ethically responsible is a highly com-

mal anatomy.

plex issue, dependent on race, sex, ethnicity,

constitution to include annual funding of graduation pledge activities.

enguge

During commencement, professors at Manches-

“We all got A's, the rest got C’s. We had to
prove it could work. Now, students have the
choice of using models instead of real animals.”
Tina Garson is a religious studies major at
HSU, and plans to do graduate work in psychology.
“I have used the pledge to choose what graduate
schools to apply to, because DOD (the Department of Defense) has a lot of input in schools.
And I have had jobs I had to leave because I
couldn’ t tolerate the strain on my code of ethics,”
she said.
Matt Nicodemus, one of the pledge’s original
co-authors, is currently contributing to a book
entitled, “Good Work!: Bringing your Social and
Environmental Values to the Job.” The book is a
direct result of the many inquiries GPA has
received from people all over the country seeking
practical information about how to live out the
pledge commitment. Along with writing the book,
Nicodemus has given several workshops on the
topic of choosing, or creating, “good work.”

class, sexual preference, family history, education and many, many more variables.

The pledge does not propose to answer the

question of what is “right” for anyone. Instead, it
exists to generate discussion and action within
which the question of what is “right” can be
addressed
in an open manner. It exists to remind
us of our personal power, power that becomes a
political statement with every decision we make,
every
act we do. Because in the end of course, we
can change the world.

Following one such workshop, he was ap-

proached by a woman who said that just seeing
the title of the workshop had provoked her to
make a change.
“She said that she worked
at a grocery deli and
really enjoyed her job, working with all the people
and in food service. But she was concerned
about
the unhealthy food that they served. After seeing

the title of the workshop, she put together a

resume and is now looking for employment in an
establishment that serves healthy food,”
Nicodemus said.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT This article is reprinted, in an
edited
form, from A. T. Transfer,the newsletter
of the
HSU Campus Center for Appropriate Technology.
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Financial aid rules changed
@ The Higher Education
Reauthorization Act takes effect in the
fall and will reduce the number of

students eligible for “independent
status.”

By John Harrah
LUMBERJACKSTAFF—~C~CSCS~S

There’s good newsand bad
news for students applying
for financial aid next year.
The good news is, students
whose parents own equity in
a home or farm may be eligible for new financial aid in
the 1993-94 school year. The
bad news is, financial aid for
“independent” students under 24 years of age will be cut
severely.
“Some who are eligible as
independent students for finanaial aid this year will not
be eligible next year,” said
Financial Aid Director Kay
Burgess.
These students “will have
to provide parental income
and asset information as part
of the eligibility determination process,” according to a
newsletter issued by the Fi-

nancial Aid department Monday.
The newsletter states that the
“Higher Education Reauthorization Act,” which takeseffect next
fall, is a revision in public financial aid policy aimed at reducing
thenumber of students under 24
yearsof age who qualifyas independent.
The aid these students used to
receive will be redistributed
among students who may not
have qualified before because
their parents owned equity.
Congress’ new plan calls for
“eliminating home or farm/
home equity from consideration.

This will make many more dependent students eligible for financial assistance,” according to
the newsletter.
In a separate newsletter, put
out by the National Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Tom Wolanin, staff director of the House Subcommit-

tee on Postsecondary Education, said “any displacement
of students was the result of
intended policy decisions,
such as the change in the independent student definition.”
Only students in these categories may file as independent effective for the 1993-94
school year:
¢ students who will be age
24 prior to Jan. 1, 1994;

¢ student veterans;
¢ students who havedependents other than a spouse;
¢ students who are orphans
or wards of the court;
¢ students who are married
or will be a graduate student
in 1993-94.
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Students seeking second
degree forced to pay more
By Brandye Alexander
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The CSU Board of Trustees hopes to get an exemption for
students from a new law that forces students seeking duplicate
degrees to pay tuition of $150 per unit.
“Nobody’s very happy with (the law) in the CSU,” said Ron
Palacious, legislative analyst for the California State Students

Association, in a telephone interview from Long Beach. “Everyone thinks it’s a lousy law.”
The law defines a duplicate degree as a degree equivalent to,
or higher than, the degree awarded by the program in which the
student is enrolled. For example, a second bachelor’s or master’s
degree is considered a duplicate degree for one who already has

a bachelor’s degree.
The board would like to see some changes made in the law,
n for the CSU Board of
said Colleen Bentley-Adler, spo
from Long Beach. The trustees
Trustees, in a telephone interview
want the date the law will take effect postponed from January
until next fall.

There are several problems with the wording of the law,

Burgess said there is also an

important change in the way
financial aid applications will
be processed next year.
Whenever a student mails
ina financial aid application to
the College Scholarship Service (CSS), the student receives
a Student Aid Report (SAR).
The CSS used to mail
a SAR to
the school as well. Next year,

the responsibility will be on
thestudents themselves
to sub-

Bentley-Adiler said.

According to an Issue for Action statement from the Executive
Council of the CSU, the law applies to students enrolled in a
program that leads to the award of a degree. But the law never
clearly states what constitutes a program.
In the CSU, the term “progra m’” is used in connection with

degrees and teaching credentials, the council's statement said.
But credential programs do not award degrees, nor do CSU

campuses actually award credentials. Credentials are issued by
the Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

The statement also said a portion of the CSU’s 1992-93 budget
is based on the collection of this tuition during the academic
year, but very few students are aware of the new tuition.

mit a SAR to the financial aid
department.

See Degrees, page 15

HSU prof rekindles memories of Holocaust
™ Monday marks the fifty-fourth year since the
beginning of Kristallnacht and the German

government's destruction of the Jewish people.
By Russ Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Kristallnacht,“the night of the broken

glass,” will be commemorated by Holocaust survivor and HSU Professor Sam
m at San Francisco
Oliner with a
State University ara at 7 p.m.
The program, titled “Courage to Care:
Heroism During the Holocaust,” commemorates not only the night the Ger-

After the war, Oliner found relatives in

the United States, and was able to emigrate to the U.S. After serving in the mili-

tary in Korea, he earned a doctorate in
sociology at U.C. Berkeley with his G.I.

Bill. He was hired by HSU in 1971, and is
now a professor and chair of the socioldepartment.
After World War I tremendous unrest,
dissatisfaction and unemployment characterized post-war Germany. Germany

man government began the destruction
of the Jewish people, but the courage
displayed by those who aided and saved
Jewish people during the Holocaust.
Oliner was invited by the San Fran-

had been humiliated in the war and was
suffering under the harsh conditions of

ish Chatauqua Society and the SFSU StuServices, and the talk will
dent Housing
be a lecture followed by a discussion of
Kristallnacht and the Holocaust.
“Kristallnacht commemorates the evil
humanity is capable of committing
against each other; (it) not only commemorates evil, but human decency and
courage,” Oliner said.
It was this human decency and courage that enabled Oliner to survive the
war. His family shot and buried ina mass
bya ——— in
ve Oe
working
years
war
the
t
and
oland
knew
Nobody
boy.
on a farm “ataah
his true identity or religion. Oliner
his last name and was thought
to be Catholic.

lems. Not only were Jews blamed , but

cisco Hillel Jewish Student Center, Jew-

the Versailles Treaty.

Hitler came to power aided by these
conditions, running on a platform blaming certain minorities forGermany’s prob-

gypsies, socialists, communists and gays

were all painted by Hitler as responsible
for Germany’s problems.
“Anti-semitism, all racism, intensifies,
shows its ugly head, when there are eco-

nomic troubles,” Oliner said. “It is crazy
to think less than a halt million Jews

among 82 million Germans could be responsible for all of the problems.”
After Hitler gained power, non-German Jews were expelled from Germany.
One of the sons of the expelled Jews,
Herchel Grynzpan, was enraged by
killed a
policies and shot and
Hitler's
minor Nazi official, Ernst von Rath, in
Paris.
The killing of the Nazi official was the

JEFF SCHWARTZ THE LUMBERJACK

Sam Oliner, a survivor of the holocaust, will present a program
discussion at San Francisco State University Monday.

spark that ignited Kristallnacht on Nov.
9,1938. Hundreds of synagogues were
torched, Jewish stores smashed and plundered, and Jews were lynched and raped
by mobs of Nazis.
.Kristallnacht was the singleevent that
foretold that very terrible treatment of

followed by a

the Jewish people was to come,” Oliner
said.
In April there will be a similar pro-

gram here at HSU, commemorating not
just the single event of Kristallnacht, but
all of the Holocaust and the genocide of
the Jews, Oliner said.

12
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UPD’s bike patrol pedals cam
@ The new bike beat, started as an
experiment, allows UPD officers more
mobility and efficiency
By Chris Johnston
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Environmentally sound and

able to chase offenders all the
way to Sunny Brae, The University Police Department hasa new
beat — the bike beat.
After leaving a graveyard
shift, 13-year veteran UPD Officer

Pablo

Jimenez

“was

amazed at the number of bikes
and skateboards sharing the
roadway. I thought we needed a

better way to prevent serious

injury, and (bicycle patrol) was
wny personal decision,” he said.
UPD bought a mountain bike
and a road bike a few years ago
but hasn’t had enough personnel to patrol on them regularly
until this semester.
Since he changed to the day
shift, Jimenez said the department has been “very supportive” of his efforts to patrol at
least three days a week. He said
the key is to “try not to be pre-

dictable. When classesbreak, I'll
be where violations are likely to
occur.”
Lt. Jim Hulsebus said the bike

patrol covers almost the entire
campus from Plaza Avenue to
14th Street.

The bikes “concentrate on the
center core of campus, where
most violations occur,” he said,
referring to the pedestrian zones
where bikes and skateboardsare
prohibited.
Jimenez said when

a minor

violation occurs in traffic, such

as a bike running a stop sign, a

patrol car would be less likely to
turn around and give a citation.
“The advantage to the bicycle

is that it’s more mobile when

streets are congested,” he said.
Noteveryone cooperates with
the new bike patrol though.
-Jimenez followed one cyclist,
who ran the stop sign at Harpst
and B streets, all the way to
Sunny Brae. He radioed for a
patrol car back-up from both
UPD and the Arcata Police Department,
but no cars wereavailable.

“I ordered him to stop,” he

said. “He was pretty bold, but
I’m sure we'll meet once more.”
The bicycle patrol is able to go

where automobiles can’t. Officer
Jimenez has patrolled the pedes-

trian overpass, the Cypress trail
and behind the Forbes complex.
“The only drawback is the

weather. When it rains, I’m back
in the car,” he said.

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK

UPD Officer Pablo Jimenez “will be where violations are likely to occur,” thanks to his bike.

The officers will continue to
“give warnings on the center of
campus until next semester
when more signs will be

posted,” Hulsebus said.

been positive, ranging

ers in the roadway and bikes

from stu-

running stop signs,” Jimenez

dents giving him a thumbs-up

said.
The bike patrol “started outas
an experiment and (has) proved

him for being kind to the envi-

as he rides by to others thanking
ronment. Hesaid hesees changes
in cyclist’s attitudes, with more
signalling and compliance to

to work real well,” Hulsebus
said.
Jimenez said feedback has

The bike beat is not just for
show, though. “We have given

_—— citations for skateboard-

stop signs.
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e Family Medicine
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DANA DESIGN Backpacks are
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Nursing students, department clash over requirements
@ Three HSU seniors claim they should
be allowed to take the Registered
Nursing Licensing exam early.
By Jilayne Jordan

CUMBERJACK STAFF

Three HSU nursing majorsare
concerned with the “studenthostile” environment in the nursing department.
Sharane

Darlington,

Joan

Corbett , Irene Ramos and other
senior nursing students are in a
conflict with the nursing depart-

ment over the Registered Nurs-

ing Licensing Exam. The stu-

dents wantto take the examearly
but the department said the students do not meet the require-

ments.

Exam offered twice per year

The California Board of Nursing in Sacramento offers the official licensing exam to eligible
nursing students twice a year, in
February and July. If students

pass the exam, they receive the
RN license in three months.
The nursing department,
chaired by Noreen Frisch, maintains senior nursing students

aren’t eligible to take the test in
February because they haven’t
completed all the required
course work.
Therefore, they are not able to

submit their names to the Board
of Registered Nursing aseligible,
Frisch said.
Darlington, Corbett and
Ramos want to take the exam in
February to avoid losing three
months of licensed RN wages

assess the nursing department's
curriculum. The nursing students asked Frisch to talktothe
tative about taking the
test in February.
After
examining
the
department’s curriculum and _
the prerequisites needed
to
take the exam,
the BRN representative

™

department

jnvolvedin taking

Corbett

the exam

agreed with the

(as much as $40 an hour).

that Darlington,

Department insensitive

Ramo
s
wouldn’t be eliible for the

“We feel this has little to do

with

the

licensing

exam,”

Darlington said. “Rather, it involves the department's insensitivity to the changing student
population. Manyof usare older
women, in our 40s, single moth-

ers with dependents and prior
degrees in other fields.
“The salary loss involved in
taking the exam 1n Julyis crucial

for us. They seem to forget we're

in a recession,” she said.
Though
students
have
dicussed
the situation with the
department and consulted with
HSU
President
Alistair
McCrone, Vice President of Stu-

dent Affairs Edward
Webb

and

Frisch said the exam is offered
forstudents
who graduate in December and for students who
havenotgraduated buthave met
course requirements to both the
department's and board's satisfaction.
The three seniors suggested
the department submit their

Sabciery

and

Frisch sad.
n

test,

a

letter

written

to

clarify their position and in an
interview with

The salary

crucial
They

names

loss

viliensity
;

in July is

for us.

seem

fo

;

forget we are ina
‘

”

FeCcession.

and Ramos said

—

-

ly
for the
Sebraary
test. They
want

the

ment

to

depart-

give thema

SHARANE DARLINGTON
Nursing senior

The Lumberjack,
Darlington, Corbett

tothe BRN

in time for

detailed
description
of the missing course
require-

ay

they believe course work stipu-

lated by the department is covered in classes they havealready
taken.

ments

and

discuss of-

fering amini-course
over Christmas break covering the course

requirements so they would be
eligible in time for the February

test, Corbett said.
“We took it for granted that
we were indeed missing some
course content,” Corbett said.
Scheduling the mini-courses
is not so easy, Frisch said.
The department splits seniors
into two separate
groups each
year. One group takes

Nursing

410(N a
the Community).
The other takes Nursing
485 (Senior
Internship
at
the
Hospital).In spring the two
groups flip-flop.
The class in conflict for
Darlington, Corbett and Ramos
is Nursing 410, needed in order

to be eligible to take the RN licensing test, Frisch said.
No special treatment

If the department

offers

Darlington, Corbett and Ramos
and their senior group a mini-

course in order to take the test
early, they must also offer one
for the other group of seniors,

Frisch said.

“There would definitely be
complaints if we didn’t,” Frisch
said. “We can’t just offer this
deal to these three student and
that’s it.”

See Nursing, page 14

“Buzz”

ex-ombudsman

Michael Goodman, the problem
defies solution.

In Septembera representative

1993 ROCKHOPPER®

from the BRN visited HSU to

Ne
WHO:

Humboldt Orientation

Program

WHAT: Program dedicated to helping
new students make a smooth and

fun transition to college.

WHATS IN IT FOR YOU?
e New friends
e Academic units

e Knowledge of University
requirements and
support services
e Stipend

SPECIALIZED.
New

For

‘93!...

¢ Shimano 21 Speed
with Rapid Fire
Plus shifters &
Dual S-I-S

Only...

$459.”

HOW DO YOU GET INVOLVED?
Sign up for PS 250 R T 2-3:20 in
Goodwin Forum
For more

information:

Call 826-3510

or

look for the table in the quad.

408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 » 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673
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Natural History Museum shares dirt

Nursing

By Christopher Gast

8 Continued from page 13

U

two special mini-courses for the Christmas break

Desi

is oseble, but not probable, Frisch said.
“In this budget year, especially, it is (not) feasible for the
to teach two mini-courses,” she said.
oo
the last week of October, the department submitted to

Local paleontologists will
have a forum to share dirt
when The Northern California
Paleontological Society holds

Darlington, Corbett and Ramos the list of the missing course

content, Darlington said.
The women still found that they were not actually missing
any of the listed topics, Corbett said.
risch said the missing curriculum may have been taught in
some other classes on some levels, but not to the extent that is
required by the BRN to take the exam.
What the women want is documentation from the BRN
stating that the topics they’re allegedly missing are crucial to
taking the test, Corbett said.
For Darlington, Corbett and Ramos the next step is toask the
and discuss
ent to sit down with them and a mediator
de
the problems, Corbett said.
“Buzz Webb has already said he would be the mediator in
this,” she said. “Now we just have to get the department to
agree to the meeting.”
Webb was out of town and unavailable for comment.
“This problem isn’t going to go away,” Darlington said. “In
the future, other senior nursing students are going to want to
take their test in February. The department's going to have to

its first meeting.
The group is making its

debut in an area believed to
s a wealth of fossils and
fossil collectors.
“Northern California, and
Humboldt County in particular, have a rich fossil record,”
said Cindy Swanberg, curator
of the HSU Natural History
Museum. “The record has
preserved the evidence of
grand changes in landscape,
climate and life in our region.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF SEAN KEARNS

Probably the best mesosaur skeleton you'll ever see is at the
HSU Natural History Museum in Arcata.

Swanberg said the new

organization will give amateur
collectors and local paleontologists a forum for discussion as
well as further education in the

The first meeting is Nov. 17

communication and coopera-

at 7:30 p.m in the HSU Natural
History Museum.

tion,” said paleontologist

field.

Wayne Thompson.

“Throughout the history of
paleontology, both amateurs

to encourage education and

Diverse
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Degrees: CSU charges tuition
¢ Continued from page 11 —_ will havea tremendous impact
Thousands of students will
be affected by the law and
won't have time to find access

to sufficient financial resources

in the amounts required,
according to the statement.
The board would like tosee
provisions made for financial
aid, Bentley-Adler said.
Shiela Webb, associate dean
of teacher preparation programs at SU said the
teaching program will not
suffer from the new legislation
because of the terminology
used in the law.

But Noreen Frisch, nursing

department chair, said the law

_his family to graduate from

on the nursing program
because 20 percent of the
students in the program
already have a bachelor’s

high school.
earned a bachelor’s
degree in recreation and parks
administration and worked as

a

a recreation therapist for the

is law is going to make
handicapped in
paign,
the difference as to whether or
_IIL., before setting his sights on
nota lot of students can
a nursing career.
continue in school,” Frisch
“It doesn’t make sense when
said.
you have a field that’s hard to
JT Hayes, a 37- year-old
attract high-quality people
graduate nursing student, said
_into,” he said of the increase.
the new law will make it
The state is “putting up an
barrier” for students,
artificial
_
complete
to
him
for
impossible
“We definitely
said.
Hayes
_ his degree.
_—ineed nurses ... I hope the state
“I'm out of school, one year
away from a nursing degree,” —_— will make an exception for

,
-——=4
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this challenge whileenjoying life

Campus clips

10% Discount

island is very at-

ona

tractive,” he said.
Van Hecke will be acomer:
chilnied by his wife and three
dren.

On Puchases of Accessories or

Repairs, With Student I.D.

— Christopher Gast

Ride the bus or

drive your bike,
run, walk,

skateboard or

phone books

The spring schedule of classes
is now available in the Book-

to give
nther
mb
is themo
Nove
your
let
and
rest
a
s
ur finger
ng.
walki
Yellow Pages do the
The Campus Recycling Program
will be collecting Humboldt
County phone books for the entire month.

semester began Monday and
will run through Dec. 4. Early
registration begins Tuesday and
runs through Dec. 4.
Students will have one week
to pay their fees from the date
they register and will beassessed
a $15 late fee thereafter.
’ the
Students who haven
t paid
fall semester fee increase will not
be allowed to register for spring
classes and will have had a hold

crawl in; we don’t

care, just don’t

use a car to get
here and we'll

appreciate it
to
enough
additional

Schedules available
store. Faculty advising for spring

give an
5% off!

placed on all records, including
transcripts.
— Liz Neely

KHSU’s manager
forms Guam station
Parker Van Hecke is ending

his five-year term as radio station KHSU general manager to
oversee the formation of Guam’s
first public radio station.
The Guam Educational Radio
Foundation hired Van Hecke, 44,
to construct the station to serve

as the station’s general manager
peeks Jan. 10.
e station will be located on
the campus of the University of
Guam and will serve all 135,000
residents of the Pacific island as
well as nearby shipping lanes.

The station is projected to sign
on in January 1994.
“The opportunity to take on

The campus services extend

to staff, faculty and residence
hall members only. Others can
bring their phone books to the

Center located at 1380 Ninth St.
“That's a few tons of garbage
that doesn’t have to go to the
landfills if people use the program,” said Allison Buschy,
tion programs
jo
educa
Lovethe
r.
coordinato
Theexpired phonebooks have
been designed by Pacific-Bell
using water-soluble varnish,
water soluble binding adhesives
and non-toxic dyes to promote
recycling.
Collection locations on campus are: the loading dock at the
student services building, the
main lobby of the library, Redwood residence hall, Siemens
Hall on the first floor, and the
South Lounge of the University
Center.
—John Harrah

KHSU holds drive
Air Membership Drive is to raise

a record $40,000.
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scanned while you wait!
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>
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The drive will end as soon as
ue ismet. KHSU isrunning

ceive a commemorative poster

and $95 donations will receive a
KHSU umbrella.
— Christopher Gast

New York professor
to lecture tonight
Judith M. Tanur, a professor
at the State University of New
Yorkat Stony Brook, will present
a free lecture today at 8 p.m.
The lecure, titled “Surveys,
Sampling
and Opinion Polls,and
Sense,” will be held in Science B
135.
Tanur’s lecture is part of the
S. Kieval lecture series,
which
brings scholars to HSU
twice a year to present lectures
on math issues.
— Liz Neely

Technology fair
preview tomorrow
A sneak
preview of Tech Fair
‘92 will be held Thursday from 5
to 7 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
Representatives from major
computer manufacturers will be
on hand to show the latest techAcius,
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Hewlett Packard and
Microsoft
are some of the companies being
represented.
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12, unless the

$40,000
is collected before the
full nine days.
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aan

If trying to find a scanner
when you need one is
putting a drag on your
plans for a class project,
come into Kinko's.
You can have your original

Nov.

Because of budget cuts, $5,000

new at Kinko's.

$5.00 per page onto

through

nology.

The goal of KHSU’s fall On-

Discover what's |\

scanning

Recycling

Arcata Community

rea $type mega
l
rthenine-day event.
Thedrive
begins tomorrow and runs

the drive asa tree campaign; the
station will plant spruce trees
along local creeks in honor of
listeners who donate $65 or
more. A $20 donation will re-

Campus collects

Machine.

more than the $35,000 sought in
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Job fair to be held in Berkeley
@ Recruiters from more than 100
companies and organizations will be at
The International Job Fair tomorrow at
the University of California at Berkeley.
in Northern California,” Lutosky

By Michelle Van Aaist
More than 3,000 students pursuing international careers are

expected to attend the Interna-

tional Job Fair tomorrow at the
University of California at Ber-

keley.
Recruiters from more than 100
companies, non-profit organizations, international organiza-

tions, government agencies and
graduate and professional
schools will be at the fair, seeking international and national
students, according to a Northern California International Careers Consortium press release.
Although international career

fairs are not unique, this will be
the first of its kind, said HSU
career counselor Don Lutosky.
“This

(international

career

day) will be the largest of its size

has vere

CUISINE
ee aoe

ee

Mond

Is offering advice about inlensed are Information
on internationally oriented
eae: school programs will
offeredat this fair as well as
interviews with prospectiveemployers.
mCompanies will be looking
United States, but also foreign

four segments: Overseasand In-

own country.

The day will be divided into

ternational Jobs Fair; Public Sector International Recruitment
_
,

Fair; —

nation

students who can work in their
Twenty-five schools from California
and
elsewhere
will be par-

This will be the

fairsGradu. -

:
:
largest ofits: sizein

ate School
Fair; and In-

Northern

ternational
—
els.

California.

All of the

fair, inGuding
Uni-

RESTAURANT

versit
of
Sou th ern

FOR CASUAL DINING... OR

ticipating in
the

a

California,

Pan-

sections are
free
and
only
the
Overseas

DON LUTOWSKY

quires a pass. The pass can be

obtained prior to the fair through
the Career Development Center, or at an orientation at the

event. The passes are needed for
private companies.

There willalso
be speakers and

TAKE OUT, PHONE 822-6105

Saint Mary’s
College, John

HSU Career Counselor

and International Jobs Fair re-

all

not only for students from the

said.

WAM

Siecedy

School
of
Government,
Harvard University,
Georgetown University School
of Foreign Service and the University of Sidney, Australia.

More information on the in-

ternational career day is avail-

able from Don Lutosky in the
Career Development Center at

826-3341.
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television back to the Depot.
Those of you who were here
before 1991 remember the
never-ending blitz of MTV.
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to the Depot will bring some
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Fins ants contest
Wednesday, Nov.4, 1992

And the winners are ...
COLOR TALKS
we
black women,
like coals on
a hot fire,

can’t forget
our mothers,

especially
the ones

like you, mother,
sitting
beside me
at dinner

in pink skin
and yellow hair.
when i say
“mama, do you
understand,”
touching
your arm
that rests
on the table,
fingers tapping
as you look
into your glass
of red wine,
we know

this color
is one thing
you'll never understand.
over the phone
my girlfriend says,
“it’s those damn
white women takin’

our men,

puttin’ out the pussy

like it’s free,”
i say,
“i know girl,

ain’t that the truth”
and i’m thinking,

that’s you, mother
she’s talking about.

First-place poet profile
Name: Amber Flora Thomas
Major: Double: English and history
Year: Junior
Discipline: Poetry
Home town: Mendocino
Age: 20
eAbout her poetry:

“All my poetry for the first five years was really

happy happy stuff. As | progressed in my work, it became more

serious and more about what I’m experiencing in society and
dealing with.”
e The process: “It takes a while, working on poetry. | look at it; | stare
at it. It’s not easy — it’s not like | just write it and go ‘Oh, that’s
perfect.’ It’s constant work, and | like that.”

e¢ COLOR TALKS: “Growing up in Mendocino County there was very

few minority people. But since I’ve been up here, and as | get older
and establish myself into my own life, | connect more with African
American people and that side of my culture. That poem came

directly from that.”

Name: Kelly Clancy

Major: Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Discipline: Photography
Home town: Davis

Age: 20
eAbout her photo: “! was taking some pictures of my sisters when my
older sister was home from college.” The older sister is 21, the
younger is 5.
e Why she chose to enter it: “The picture really captured the sarcasm
of my little sister. | really like how it shows her attitude.”
e The print: “| didn't crop the picture to cut their hair off. | liked both
of them having this wispy. long hair.” (It was the lines and contrast of

|

the hair, incidentally, that won over the judges.)
e The future of her photography: “!’m thinking about a photography
minor, but I'm not quite sure. It’s nothing | can see myself supporting

a family with later on in life. I'd pursue it more as a hobby.”

J
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Students still dread walking under bridge
@ The often forboding appearance of the

17th Street footpath is caused, in part, by
tie-ups between the city and CalTrans.
By Amy Gittelsohn
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ing system would make her feel
more secure, but since one bulb
is out every time she looks, a

It has been called the most

good start would be to replace

dangerous spot in Arcata. It’s

bulbs when they’re broken.

dark, out of sight — and often
occupied by people you don’t
want to meet under those cir-

Stephen Leiker, director of the
Arcata Public Works Depart-

ment, said the lights on the

cumstances.
The 17th Street footpath links
north Arcata and the campus,
but fearing attack in the section
passing under LK Wood Boulevard, many women won't risk it
alone at night.
Erika Derkas, staff member at
the Women’s Center, said the
fear is justified.
She knows a woman who was
grabbed by someone, another
who was knocked off her bike
and others who've had to run to
get away from people approachthem, she said.
rkas said none of the
women she knows will take the
footpath alone at night.
The two lights under the
bridge
have been repeatedly broken by vandals, who
break the
quarter-inch plexiglass cover-

ings

to get to the bulbs.

ndeclared freshman Ann
Watterson has been more cautious since the recent attempted

rape on campus, and the footth is one spot she avoids at
night because of the underpass.
“It’s scary,” Watterson said.
“You can’t see if anybody is

around that area.”
She said amore effective light-

bridge and underpass were installed by CalTrans, but at different times the city and HSU

have taken responsibility for
their maintenance.
He said the Public Works Department will replace light bulbs
when notified that they are out,
but the systemis “obsolete,” and
it’s hard tofind partson the o
market. The parts are still in
CalTrans’ possession, hindering
maintenance by the city, Leiker
said.
He said the Public Works Department
can dolittle toimprove
the setup by adding more powerful lighting, sinceCalTrans has
authority over any lighting that

KLEINPETER, STARY ANO SCHEER / THE LUMBERJACK

Men

and women

alike would like to see a change in the

Street footpath.
complaint that parts are hard to
find may be valid, but CalTrans
has not had any trouble gettin
parts. He said they will not se
or give Arcata parts.

“We're not in the business of
supplying other agencies with
materials,” he said.
The two agree on one problem: The electric system that op-

CalTrans Electrical Supervisor
Guy Robinson has a different

erates the lights on the footpath
also controls the lights shining
down on the freeway signs.

view of the problem.
He said Arcata is technically
responsible for the lighting along

changed for the city to take over
full maintenance of the footpath

goes in.

the footpath, but CalTrans was

getting a lot of complaints because the city was not maintaining those lights.

He said that, in response,
CalTrans took over maintenance
of all the footpath lights except
the two lighting the underpass.
Robinson said that Leiker’s

The system will

have to be

lights. Leiker said the city and

CalTrans are trying to resolve
these problems to provide better
maintenance in the area.
Geology
junior
Steve
Tillinghast isn’t happy with the
speed of the resolution. He said
he has called the city several

lighting system of the 17th

ing there, with no response.
He said the sheltered areais a
magnet for “undesirables.”
“I think it’s one of the most
dangerous spots in Arcata,” he
said.
Sgt. Dennis Sousa of the University Police Department said
the area provides shelter for the
homeless.
He said complaints of panhandling and harassment were
high after
a police sweepcleared
out people living in and near
the Arcata Community Forest,
butare down since many moved

to Clam Beach.
He said the UPD gets about

15 panhandling and harassment
complaints per month from the
footpath area, more than at any
other location. Although outside

its actual responsibility, the UPD
does respond to the complaints.

times about improving the light-

“We just feel it’s within our

sphere,” Sousa said.
Arcata Police Chief Mel Brown
said his department also gets a
lot of complaints from the area.
Hesaid the city council isamending Arcata’s law against open

containersinthe downtownarea
to include north Arcata, making
it easier to issue citations and
prevent harassment.

Art senior Daphne Osell said
the answers are more difficult

than replacing light bulbs and
issuing citations.

She said it is a social problem

and

the answer is giving the

homeless better options for
places to stay.

Osell said she’s used the foot-

path for five years, and it seems
more dangerous now than in
the past.
“I think it’s completely unsafe
for women to go under there,”
she said.

Poll worker re calls ‘th e way it use d to be’
@ After more than four
decades, Mary Tanferani
is still helping Arcata
voters.
By John

Kiffmeyer

When a voter at precinct 3A-12 had a
question yesterday, or if someone just
wanted to know where to put their balere to help,
lot, Mary Tanferani was
just as she has helped voters since 1944.
“Seems to me it was Roosevelt,”
Tanferani said, recalling who was running for president the first time she
worked as a precinct clerk.
“She's been doing it a long time,” said
Janice Newman, an inspector at precinct
3A-15. “If we have a question we go to

Mary Tanferani works the election polls for the 48th year.

Every ballot had to be counted by

hand then, but now she can go home
early because the ballots are counted
somewhere else.
Eventhough she has worked at many
elections, including every presidential

election since she first became a pre-

TUMBERJACK STAFF

her.”

and all,” she said.

Tanferani, who has lived at the same
Sunset Avenue address since 1949, said
when she first became a precinct worker
it was hard work. “We started at 6:30 in
the morning and Icame home at7 o'clock
thenext morning
and I went to bed clothes

cinct worker, Tanferani thinks the most

exciting election was
council race. “That one
and heavy,” she said.
One of the changes
seen over the years is

last year’s city
was pretty hot
Tanferani has
the number of

people who come to vote. “People are
not going to the polls like they used
to,” she said.
She said in the past, people were
more conscientious of their voting
rights because it was more ofa “duty.”

Tanferani said people need to reregister whenever they move.
She said she feels bad when she has
to tell someone they can’t vote because
they are not registered.

“She’s very good, very efficient,”
said precinct worker Elsie Naye as she
sent a man to Tanferani to answer a
uestion. “If I have a problem I send
em to see Mary.”
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Diverse interests meet
By Emily Creely
CUMBERIACK STAFF
Land owners, farmers, environmentalists and ranchers gathered
Oct. 19 to establish and achieve goals pertaining to the environment
andeconomy.
.

The meeting

was set up in part to initiate cooperation between

people that their
eight state and federal land agencies and the local
policies affect.
The goal is to have local government, citizens and conservation
groups work with the agencies to develop a regional strategy to
preserve the area’s biological diversity and maintain a strong
economy.
An agreement called an MOU (memorandum of understanding),

initiated by the Californiaand signed by agencies such asthe Bureau

of Land Management (BLM), the National Park Service and the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, set up 10 bioregional areas to develop the
strategy.

Rowsh, area resource manager for the BLM, said the MOU
ope
is “an encouragement to acknowledge that solving problems needs
to start at a grass-roots level.”
Although the MOU does not require the agencies involved to use

any plan developed by the meetings, it does require them to
cooperate and work closely with the public.
Lee Purkeson of the National Park Service, who wrote a summary
of the MOU for the Klamath region, said, “If we are successful in

bringing this about, it will be one of the first large-scale cooperative

efforts in California.”

The group will eventually decide what should go into the regional
strategy as well as developing it.

One issue discussed at the meeting, which was the second of the

process, was private landowners’

rights against community

interests.An example was whether or not the community can restrict activity on private land for the benefit of the community.
Almost all present at the meeting expressed the need for clean air,
water, full fisheries and open space.
A meeting to define certain words and terms was set for Nov. 11,

and the next general meeting will be Nov. 30. The meetings, open to
the public, will be held at7 p.m. at the Agricultural Centerin Eureka.
More information is available from Kim Rodriques at 445-7351.

HIV doesn’t deter student

By Rita Mothoek
Although AIDS Awareness
Month has come to a close, life

for those with the disease, or the
virus that causes it, goes on.

After discovering she tested
positive for the human immu-

nodeficiency virus, HSU student
Susan (not her real name) went

on with her life as if nothing
happened.
was discharged from
the Navy in June 1988 when her
T-cell count fell below Department of Defense standards. She
was given monthly disability
compensation and maintained
most of her Navy benefits. Su-

san has been an intermittent college student since her discharge.
The Veteran’s Administration

Vocational Rehabilitation program pays for her books and
registration fees at HSU.

Now a full-time junior, the
30-year-old hopes to major in
history and teach some day.
Still asymptomatic

Susan takes AZT and Septra,
medications that prolong life for
those who test positive for HIV.
The one. work tokeep the body
from Killing T-cells, the white
blood cells which make the immune system effective. Though
AIDS will eventually take over
the body, those who test positive can have eight to 11 years
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before they actually get sick.
“I’m still asymptomatic,” Susan said, meaning the opportu-
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nistic infections have not begun.

An information specialist at
the Centers for Disease Control
National AIDS Hotline (1-800-

Discover Kinko's
and copy your
true colors.

a

342-AIDS) describes an o

tunistic infection as “an illness
or disease that takes the opportunity to invade the body.” It
means Susan is still healthy. It
has been six years since she got
the results of the Navy’s mandatory test for HIV.
Susan was inalcohol rehabilitation when the news came. She
became involved with a Marine
and was comforted when he offered his support. They fell in
love and five months later Susan became pregnant.
Navy doctors recommended
an abortion. Most clinics and
doctors would not perform the
surgery, butSusan finally found
help through Planned Parenthood Women’s Clinic in San Diego. Eventually Susan married
and divorced the Marine — he
tested negative for the virus a

year after their separation.
“We were stupid,” Susan said.
“We didn’t practice safe sex.”

She hasn’t told her parents,
and she doesn’t know if she will.
“They are Bible-Belt Baptists,”
she said, feeling they would be
judgmental.

The negative reaction her par-

ents may have would take from

the positive attitude Susan tries

to maintain. Her support sys-

tem consists of friends and the
North Coast AIDS

Eureka. Susan also has the support of her boyfriend of the past

year, with whom safe sex is a
priority.
Rob Jarvis, assistant coordi-

nator for the North Coast AIDS

Project, estimates 750 to 1,000
people in Humboldt County are
HIV-positive. He said the U.S.
Surgeon General estimated that

Phursday

o
ANNUAL

in a wide

=

Project in

Humboldt County has had 65
tients diagnosed with AIDS,
But Jarvis said only those diagare counted.
nosed in thiscounty
The North Coast AIDS Project
provides services to about 100
people, he said.
Jarvisemphasized how important early detection is since antiviral therapy is clearly beneficial. In 1985 the average person
lived
diagnosed with AIDS
about one and a half years.
Now, with anti-viral therapy,

people live up to an average of
four years after diagnosis with
AIDS.

Services available

HSU’s health services for
AIDS/HIV-positive patientsare

mostly referrals. The Health Cen-

ter recommends the following
clinics for free testing: Humboldt
County Department of Public
Health, Eureka; Humboldt Open

Door Clinic, Arcata; and North
Country Clinic, Arcata.
Tests are available from 8:30
a.m. to noon on the second and
fourth Fridays of every month
by appointment. The Health
Center offers testing for $20.50.
Support servicesare also available through the San Francisco
AIDS Foundation Hotline, 1-800FOR-AIDS.
Susan remains optimistic. After winning her battle with alcoholism, she feels strong. Susan
looks at her situation as something to be dealt with, and tries

to make the most out of life. Susan emphasizes that she is a heterosexual female who didn’tcontract the virus through LV. drug
use or a blood transfusion.
“It was an old boyfriend,” she
said. “I’ve lost contact with him,
though. I wonder how he’s doing
$

”
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most haven't been tested.
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75 percent of those whoare HIV-

@ Six years after testing positive for HIV,
an HSU student continues to make plans
and sets goals for the future.
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Long-time Arcata residents reflect on changes
@ Although the city’s mayor says he is
excited by the growth and change of
the area, some residents aren't so
enthusiastic.
pe A

han

M. Aguirre

Within the last few years, rising unemployment and the influx of people have changed
Arcata, and some residents
fe l
the city is losing its friendly,
small-town characteristics.
“The problem is people from
other areas (who) bring their
urban mentality,” said Carol

Dellabalma, general manager of

things,” she said.
Dellabalma questions the local government in the planning
and development of the city. She
said current plans allow construction in lots as narrow as 30
feet.
“If there is ahouse witha yard
as big as my office, you can build

in it,” she said. “They'll be taking backyards to build houses.”
Dellabalma said the integrity

and quality of the city would be
diminished (by more building).

T.P. Tire Service in Arcata.

She said more houses and
taller structures are being en-

some of the reasons why young

couraged.
“It’s sad we're losing that oldtime flavor of our community,”
she said. "If housing continues
the way it’s going, you wouldn’t
recognize Arcata in five years.”

Dellabalma believes earthquakes, the Oakland fire, the L.A.
riots and unemployment are
families have moved to this area.
“They're looking for a better
'
quality of life
for their children,” she
said.
Dellabalma
remembers
Arcata as a

ma friendlier
me and happier
Carol

§ place.

“It used to

In 1975, when Donald Cline

retired from the Navy, he too

saw Arcata as the ideal place to
settle down. Then, Arcata was

friendly, vibrant and diverse, he
said.
“The people were more pleasant then,” Cline said.
Because of the drastic changes
in the past few years, he is con-

caring community,” she said. “Things have

sidering buying a house outside
of Arcata.
Cline used to backpack locally,
but he stopped when people

Twenty years ago Dellabalma

started growing marijuana inthe
early 80s, he said.
“I could see booby traps,” he

Dellabaima

be : a

more

changed. People have less trust
in each other.”
viewed Arcata as an ideal place
to live, but “outside elements
are changing the city,” she said.

“A lot of us who have been here
for a while ... don’t want to

said. “I assumed it was part of
the pot growers.”
“There is a lack of pride in
how we keep the place we live,”

change.”
Dellabalma said her parents
started T.P. Tire, and they saw

he said. “It (Arcata) has deterio-

to retire. “Many of us stayed
because we saw the same

bad.”
Cline said there are too many

Arcata as the place they wanted

rated rather rapidly. There is
trash downtown, and the area of
the Co-Op is going down real

“

a

AORER

SC

hi

7

a

a

“In 1974 we had 9,000 people

(in Arcata) and

now

we

Humboldt

Bay Coffee Company

.

If you like coffee,
you’ll love our wide
selection of gourmet and
organic coffees.
¥

have

16,000,” Schaub said. “Unem-

ployment is high, and times are
tough economically.”

Schaub said he projects a “phe-

nomenal” population increase in
California. “We are experiencing the growth. It’s inevitable,
and’ every community is required to accommodate that
growth. The thing is, how do we
adjust and keep the small, college-town characteristic?
There are a lot of people in the
community who are afraid of
losing their way of life,” Schaub
said. “Their reaction is to fightit.
They feel we can stop growth.”
But Schaub said he is excited
about the changes in Arcata.

We roast it ourselves,
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Donald Cline, who moved to Arcata in 1975 after retiring from 30 years service in the Navy, is
considering an out-of-state move because of the city’s recent changes.
“High pricesare forcing young
“There is still room for growth
—_ living on the streets. “We
families
out of town,” he said.
ave to find places for them to and (the city can) still accommo“We
need
to turn that around, so
date that growth,” he said. “You
live. We have to sort out the true
that we don’t become a commuArcata residentsand provide for don’t ever go back. I’d like to
nity of older and wealthier
think
that
we’re
moving
forthem a place to live.”
people.”
ward.”
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub
Arcatacan manage the growth
He said law requires the city
moved to Arcata in 1974 when
provide housing for the antici- and still maintain quality of life,
his wife was admitted to HSU.
Schaub said.
pated growth.
He said the changes are due
mainly to the increase in population.

STICKERS

mils has

Sy Atlanta
if prices ‘ti'tthe end

AUTHORIZED
SHIPPING
OUTLET

4975 Valley

101 to Guintoli Exit (next to McDonald's)

822-4861 ext. 283

S
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City strays from water treatment project
Z

Fernando

the Humboldt

M.

Water District, which suis

—

In order to avoid contami-

nated drinking water,

Munici

Bay

Arcata

will look for a new source of
water instead of building a water-treatment plant.

TheEnvironmental Protection

y and the State Depart.

ment of Health Services

from groundwater, to meet filtration and disinfection treatments.

ment

recommends further studies of

groundwater pools. He said the

cost to build a
plantwillbe

onal water

down tothe

community.

ent gave Arcata
The d
until Jan. 25, to submit an outlineforaplantocomplywiththe

He said he favors the option
to search for another water
source that doesn’t have to be

Arcata’s options include the

“We're encouraged that the

water treatment rule.

cipation in a regional sur-

treated.

undwater isa viable alterna-

water treatment plant, the _ tive,” Schaub said.
water districts to treat drinking
Schaub and City Manager
water for contamination or find _ construction ofacity-owned and
Alice Harris represent Arcata
a source of groundwater that is operated treatment plant or dea task force formed to exon
and
wned
velopment of a city-o
not too close to the surface.
a proposal to build a waplore
operated groundwater system.
The Department ofHealthSer__ter-treatment plant.
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub
vices in October 1991 notified

Prairie Creek hatchery closes
By Amy Gittelsohn
COME
The 56-year-old Prairie

Creek Fish Hatchery, located
three miles north of Orick,

closed last week after efforts
tofind permanent funding for
it stalled.
Eureka businessman Larry
Bollmann said his plan to set
up a trust fund for the hatchery with money from Southern Californian contributors
encountered “one hurdle after another.”
He said the potential con-

tributors perceived a lack of
interest by the local commu-

nity in the hatchery’s survival.

Also, there was no evaluation done on the hatchery’s

efficiency to assure them their
money would be well spent.
Chuck Pittullo, who was a
technician atthe hatchery, had
no doubts about its contribu-

tion, or the magnitude of its loss.
“I feel that we spend far too
much money onthingsthat don’t

work and far too little on things
that do,” he said. “And this facility will be missed by Humboldt
County.”

Bollmann and Pittullo said
they don’t understand why the
county closed the hatchery when
it had funds to operate until
Thanksgiving.
Bollmann said the fish would
have had a better chance for survival if the hatchery had been
kept open as long as possible.
Stu Russell, administrative
analyst for Humboldt County,
said they had to close the hatchery when they did because removing the fish is costly and an
expected $4,500 donation never

came in. Russell said county administrators appreciated the
value of the hatchery.
“I have a file about an inch
thick about everything that was

attempted to keep the hatchery going,” he said.
In the wake of failed attempts, the three employees
living on the property must
move.
The fish are already gone.
Dave McLeod, fishery biologist for the Eureka division of the state Department
of Fish and Game, said the
fish were removed last
Wednesday and Thursday.
Most of the fish were taken to
Big Lagoon.
The Arcata Wastewater
Project got 30,000 of the fish,
which will be released in Redwood Creek when they’re
bigger.

icLeod said the property
and facility are jointly owned
by the state and Redwood
National Park.
He said officials of the two
entities will meet to determine what to do with them.

Schaub said all other mem-

“We'll take the risk to do an

bers in the task force, which includes representatives fromEureka, Blue Lake, McKinleyville,
Fieldbrook and Manila, votedto
pursue the construction of a re-

additional study,” he said.
_ Harris said the ~ study will
takeapproximate y nine months
to complete.
“We have a duty to the citi-

solution.

lem,” Harris said.

gional treatment plant.
Arcata will look for another

find the least
zens of Arcata to
the probto
ion
expensive solut

Bike parts peddled, ch
By John Kiffmeyer

Mc
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That shiny new bicycle

The

ap
|

you came to school with is

now sitting in the back
yard. In addition to a flat
tire and questionable
brakes, you have a traffic
citation for riding at night without a headlight.

At this point one can only hope the character from that
Monty Python skit appears in your life and exclaims,
“Bicycle repair man!” But most of us won't be so lucky. It’s
time to haul that heap down to a bicycle shop.

The Lumberjack surveyed six bicycle shops in Arcata
and Eureka. Each shop was rated on the cost of an overall
tune-up, the cost of fixing a flat tire and the cost of a

headlight. Since some shops don’t patch tubes, the cost to

install a new inner tube was given.

At only two dollars, Ray Glover Cycles, located in the

alley behind the Pythian Castle at the corner of 11th and H

street in Arcata, offered the lowest-priced oir of flats.
Glover said he doesn’t do tune-ups because he doesn’t
have time.

His shop specializes in frame repair and will build a
custom frame and forks for $1,200. He wanted $17 for a
generator light set, the lowest price found for that type of
set up.
Sport and Cycle, 3022 Broadway, Eureka, has the lowest
priced tune-up at $25. It charges $6 to install a new inner
tube and sells headlights for $10.

Adventure’s Edge charges $30 for a tune-up, $5 to fix a

flat, and sells headlights for $10. Adventure’s Edge is at
10th and F streets in Arcata. It also has a store in Eureka at

408 F St.
Life Cycle also charges $30 for a tune-up and $5 to fix a

flat. Life Cycle’s best-selling headlight is $16.98. Lifecycle
is at 1593 G street in Arcata.
The lowest price headlight, at $8.99, is sold by Pro Sport
Center. It charges $30 for a tune-up and $6.49 to put a new

inner tube in that flat tire. Pro Sport Center is at 5th and

Mad River Brewing Co.
Blue Lake e California
proudly presents

Myrtle in Eureka.
Henderson Center Bicycles, 2811 F St., Eureka, charges
$36 for a tune-up and $6.95 to install a new inner tube. A
headlight costs $17.

That float or stick
to the tub when
wet for bath time
fun: Zoo, Dinos,
Wet-bets, Circus,

School of Fish,
and Tub Bugs

More tub fun:

JOHN BARLEYCORN
BARLEY WINE STYLE ALE
people came

fr ght oe ion

e Dinosaur Egg

Kentto plough
nd these
three made
Barleycorn should die!
“\

The 1992 vintage is now available
in 12 oz. bottles
and at selected draught locations!

Nee

Call 668-4151
A Product of Humboldt County ccm

Riis
1031 H St. e Arcata

822-3450

O

p
e Water Wind-up
Toys
e Pop-out Towels
&
Washcloths
with Animal

Designs
e Beach Bucket
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Fractals: A new way to describe the world
@ Complex geometric structures, infinite
repetition and variation show up
everywhere from our bodies to artificial
landscapes.

How fractals are generated
the

shape tet
&
comple:
The resume
loop. While
ts clisechesn
Ot oesto infinitely
eee
codices
estetions
come
scales.
fine
self-similar
ls

it

Mandelbrot
vet.
program for DOS.

By Gary Langston
[UMBERIACK STAFF
ractal geometry is more than a way to draw pretty
ictures on a computer screen. It’s also a way to
tter describe the world around us. Fractals abound
plants and parts of the human body.
attempts to model nature that Euclidean geometry
are
“There
just couldn't do,” said Jeffrey Haag, assistant professor of
mathematics at HSU. “In Euclidean geometry everything is flat
or smooth, but look at coastlines and mountain ranges and you
don’t see that.”
Fractal images, which were developed by mathematician
Benoit Mandelbrot in the 1960s, look very complex, but are
created from relatively simple sets of rules. The main concept
behind fractals is self-similarity under magnification: One rule
or set of rules is applied over and over again — theoretically
forever — to create a complex image. Many of the human
body’s systems follow a fractal design.
In the book “Chaos; Making

Expanding
an area

a New Science,” author James

shows

Gleick uses the branching of the blood vessels in the human
body as an example of a fractal. In other words, if you look at
the whole circulatory system, its branching pattern will look
to the branching of veins in just a finger.
Te
is structure must be spread out enough so that every cell is
within three or four cells of a vessel, but the vessels and blood
—

the

magnification, some produce very similar patterns, as with the
with Fractint, a freeware computer
images were generated

thie fractal aes ed
using complex numbers
iterated through an
arithmetic function,

in nature; they are seen in mountains, clouds, many

Blood vessels fractal

formula.
The calculations are

a circle when
fone {euch ae x*sy's1, which makes hyperbola
or other

similar, but
not

identical,
details in
the pattern.

comprise about 5 percent of the body.

0 accomplish this, blood vessels range in size from large
to accommodate all the blood being ror into and
enough
heart, to small enough to admit only one blood cell at
the
out of
a time. All these are linked together by a huge grouping of
branches, which follows the same general pattern at all scales.

This concept is true also in the human lung, which must fit a
surface area of more than 140 square yards into an area smaller
than the chest. In each lung there are about 300 million tiny
chambers, each at the end of a huge number of branches
beginning at the top of the lung. The branches follow fractal
patterns, according to Gleick’s book.
The circulatory system and lungs are similar to fractal images
that fit a line of infinite length into a finite area, such as the Koch
Curve.

Special effects

Fractal geometry has also proved useful in the man-made
world. Researchers use it for studying contact between surfaces,
better tire designs or materials.
such as a tire and asphalt, to find
scales, at least to the suball
at
Both surfaces have bumpiness
atomic scale. This means the surface of the tire and the surface
of the asphalt can never touch at all points. This is true of all
surfaces, even rock at very high pressures underground,
according to Gleick’s book.
Amore visible use of fractal geometry is computer generation

of artificial landscapes and coastlines.

These images follow the

same rules as any other fractal; if you look at the degree of
of a generated coastline, it will look the same at any
magnification. In the movie “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn,”
showing a planet being transformed by an experithe
device was created on a computer using fractal geommental
. “Return of the Jedi,” the third “Star Wars” movie, also

used this technology.

the fern,
One of the most obvious natural fractal structures is

according to Gleick’s book. Looking closely at a
pattern of one frond is very
seen that the overall
individual leaves auking up that frond. In some
es is repeated more than once. The pattern
A.

fern, it can be
similar to the
species the
is part of its

Fems and DNA
c structure of the fern is simple compared to that of a
The
genetic
human. Instead of having to “remember” a huge number of

pattern
patterns, the fern carries part of its structure in one simple

page 24
See Fractals,

Further magnifying a section
shows more diverse patterns
related to the whole.
SOURCE:

Chaos: Making a New Science, by James Gleick; Fractint,

a computer freeware program.
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Coastlines, cotton prices lead to fractals
@ Benoit Mandelbrot’s ability to picture
complex analytic problems led to the
discovery of fractal geometry.
Gary

Langston

ecm
Benoit Mandelbrot, known
as the father of fractals, was
born to a Jewish family in
Warsaw in 1924. His mother
was a dentist and his father a

clothing wholesaler. In 1936
they moved to Paris, where
Mandelbrot had an uncle who
was a mathematician. When

education there from scholars

forced to flee the Nazis. His

education was very irregular,

though, and he claimed never
to have learned the alphabet or
the multiplication table past
five, according to James Gleick
in “Chaos: Making a New
Science.”
Geometric intuition
When World War II was

the war came, his family

over, he managed to pass the

moved to Tulle, France.

entrance exams for two of the

Mandelbrot got much of his

most prestigious schools in

Paris. He hid his ignorance of
higher math by using his
geometric intuition — he could
picture and solve many

analytic problems in his head.
Math pictures
Mandelbrot found the
mathematicians in France

increasingly hostile to his style

of math.
They rejected the idea
of pictures in mathematics,
while Mandelbrot used

pictures everywhere. He fled
to the United States.
In the United States
Mandelbrot went to work for
IBM as a researcher. He

worked in many different

See Mandelbrot, page 24
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his figure is avery simple example
of fractal geometry.
An equilateral triangle is placed in
the center of an identical triangle
degrees.
180 ted
has been rota
that
like a
points,
six
has
now
figure
The
Star of David.
Each of those points is part of another, smaller equilateral triangle. The processis repeated, creating 18 triangles
around the edge of
the next figure.
This simple formula
is repeated forever, and
the result is a paradoxical figure with an infinitely
long edge and an infinite area, but it
can be confined to a finite area by
drawing a circle around the original
triangle.
Also, the edge is self-similar. Any

Koch

Snowflake

part of it magnified any amount will

look like the original part.

SOURCE: Chaos: Making a New Science, by James Gleick}
GARY LANGSTON? THE LUMBERJACK

The similari peewee Mandelbrot to study cotton prices
found a striking similarity in the
dating back t0 1900.

© Continued from page 23
areas of math, including game theory, mathematical
linguistics and economics. It was in economics that

Mandelbrot saw the first glimmer of what was to become
fractal geometry.
Cotton price curves
Asked to give a lecture at Harvard in 1960 on income
distribution, he was surprised to see a graph of cotton price
fluctuations in the lecture hall. The cotton price graph
matched one of his own graphs exactly.

WED

NOV

curves the numbers created.

The curves for a month of price changes had the same shape
as the curves for a day of changes. This parallel had been
steady for the entire sixty years, through two world wars and a
depression, Gleick said.

is
“Special
hye
pea
e
ye
Lost,’
x
Relativity: ‘Parado
A 475.
Sci
.m

Coastline infinitely long
ring
tb ee
important CE
brot found another een
Mandelae
son:
Richard
.
F
Louis
t
ish scientis
the question posed by
How long is the coast of Britain? Richardson had found
measurements in encyclopedias from different European
countries that differed by as much as 20 percent.
Mandelbrot tried to find an answer from contemporary
mathematicians but met with indifference. He came up with

e
e
nia Paleontorn Califor
NortheSociety
¢logical
holds its first
meeting, Nov. 17, 7:30 p.m., HSU
Natural History Museum.
Further information, 826-4479 or
443-5235.

his own answer.
Mandelbrot argued that the coastline was, in a sense,

Announce lectures, guest speakers or

surement unit each country used. The shorter the unit of

science editor

oD

Di.

on

eri

an

ea

infinitely long. He said the discrepancy came from the mea-

eee

measurement, the longer the coastline. Mandelbrot demon-

Nelson Hall East.

Lumberjack, 6

:

strated his theory with a thought problem:

Imagine a coastline. Then imagine a surveyor with a set of

dividers (a large compass used to measure land). She sets the
dividers to measure one yard, and then walks down the coast,

Fractals

measuring by yards.
In the process, however, she is skipping over many irregu-

larities in the coastline, assuming a straight line where there
i-y’t one, so the measurement is short.

°Continued from page 23
which is repeated over and over
again. This saves space in its genetic

memory.

She then goes back to the beginning, sets the dividers to one
inch and starts over. This time, she includes many of the
irregularities missed the first time, but closer inspection
reveals she missed just as many this time but on a smaller
scale. She can never get a true measurement because there are
always irregularities the dividers will miss, no matter how
small a unit they are set to measure.
Mandelbrot admitted his theory might break down on the
subatomic level, but this thought problem set the stage for
ways to calculate the fractal dimension — or the degree of
roughness — of an object. He named his creation the fractal,
from the Latin fractus, broken.
Mandelbrot still works for IBM today, and frequently gives
lectures at universities around the country, Gleick
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And though clouds and mountains have no genetic structure or
memory, their patterns follow similar rules. If you — off a piece of a
mountain, the small piece will look
very similar to the rest of the mountain, not in shape, but in degree of
roughness. The same is true of a
cloud. A cupful of cloud will repeat
the same degree of roughness as the
massive thunderhead building up
into the stratosphere.
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A dream of a circus.

traditions in contemporary

California. Regional

explosion of sight and

masters perform Native

sound. Long live Africa!

circus movement.”

Van Duzer Theatre

Van Duzer Theatre

$13 Students & Seniors
$17 General

$8 Kids, Students

TONIGHT!
\ Celebrating cultural

American ceremony,
drumming from Belize,

music and dance of Tibet
and much more...

2PM
SPM
2PM

PICKLE
FAMILY
CIRCUS

Over 40 legendary
singers, dancers and
musicians direct from 8
regions of Africa... an

Juggling, flipping,
spinning, and an all new
show from the company
that pioneered the “new

& Seniors

SAT

21
:

F
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rl Olverse

puns

MARIAN
McPARTLAND
A program of classic jazz

standards from the host of
NPR's “Piano Jazz."
Van Duzer Theatre

$13 Students
& Seniors
$17 Gen.

Marian

McPartland

$14 General \\

Van Duzer Theatre

$10 Students & Seniors

NOV

COSPONSORED BY

3

$14 General
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Images of Africa
By Celia Homesiey
TUMBERJACK STAFF

Peul acrobat from Guinea dances on the stage. His
thick, dark body moves like water, flowing into one
position and then another. He jumps high in sideways splits, rolls, snakes his belly to the ground and
turns cartwheels, his baggy white pants whirling like
petals.
He moves offstage to a round of applause, and Pende
dancers from Zaire emerge, trekking through an imaginary rain forest with large, flat wooden masks, straw
hair and painted white dots covering their bodies.
They move in staccato, shaking wooden gourds and
chanting. A Guinean percussion troupe in headdresses
bursts forth, their muscled arms working drums. The room
fills with hollow, thunder-like booms and syncopated taps
like rain on a rooftop.
When Africa Oyé, a critically acclaimed revue of performers from French-speaking

Africa, comes to Van Duzer Theater Nov. 9, Humboldt County

citizens will have a chance to sink into the rhythms of Africa.
The performance group, made up of artists from Mali,
Niger, Zaire, Guinea and The Ivory Coast, won't dwell on
the rain and fog of the Redwood Empire; for two hours,

they'll present a world ripe with the heat, music and color

of Africa.

Now inits fourth tour of the United States and Canada, the
revue is made up of artists, many of whom performed for years in
,
their own countries. The group came together in order to “present a
panoramic view of African artistry — song and dance at its very best, ” said Africa Oyé’s
General Manager David Coffman.

quickly. They understand performing.”
he group’s producers, Mel Howard and
Some of the groups were more used to performing
ethnomusicologist Michel Boudon, travelled
than others. For instance, Papa Wemba, known for his
through African forests, villages and countryworld-beat music, is one of the hottest African urban
sides to find talented artists interested in touring and
pop singers. The Pende, however, from two regions of
sharing their cultural experiences. The result is 60Zaire, are not likely to be seen
plus performers who have a wide
§=—anywhere close to civilization.
n
n
—a™
range of African experience, from
are weavers of straw and
They
e
Music/Danc
y dancers who had never
costumes and conduct
intricate
.
left their own villages to a “griot”
much of their communal life
Preview
singer who can recite seven
for
pate. singing. —
proms worth of her tribe’s
in
story.

Africa Oyé’s biggest challenge

was getting its performers and

tons of equipment out of Africa.
other complications, the
es were denied visas at the

moment when immigration

authorities wanted to see docu-

example, are sung like operas

: Africa

ie

Van out Theater

When: 8 p.m. Monday

Tickets: $13 students/seniors, $17
general. Available at The Works
Arcata/Eureka, New Outdoor Store, |

Arcata, and the University Ticket

Office, HSU.

that the
mentation sho
tional ability and merit.”
“excep
of
rmers were
don and Howard frantically searched for journalists and organizations that could vouch for the
es’ artistic merit and pull strings with friends in
the
rnment.
tribespeople, many of whom had never seen
more than 260 people, finally arrived in the city.
“My heart went out to these people being plucked
, then
from a village, put on a car, then bus, then p
in
stage
a
on
thrust
be
to
)
subway, then bus (to Boston

,” Howard said in a press release.
front of 3,000
However, he said, “they all understood and adapted

which opposing parties confront
each other through song.

The Babunda tribe believe
their ancestors are the intermediaries between the living and the

dead, and are able to convey the

connection to their audience

through music.
According to a review from the Australian Age, a
weekly, “The Babunda tribe’s music is explosive and
brilliant, a union of singing and percussion.”
The review said the group “was even able to
pong a Melbourne audience to clap rhythmi-

y.”

One of Africa Oyé’s most popular acts is “griot”
Kandia Kouyate, who is a verbal historian in a largely
are stories recalling seven
illiterate society. Her
peo le in Mali.
her
of
history
the
centuries of
Mail, a Canadian
A review in The Globe and
newpaper, said, “she delivers her songs in a unique

vocal style; a single breath that is yelled, almost
hollered, in a descending cascade until it is exhausted,

during which she introduces a remarkable variety of
internal rhythms and repetitions.”
The newest additions to the revue are the percussionists and dancers of The Ivory Coast.
“The drumming and dancing is very exciting,”

Coffman said. “There is so much action and color.
They will be the highlight of the show.”

olorful, authentic costumes add impact to all

of the group’s performances. The Pende
tribesmen of Zaire are striking in their masks
of fiber, leaves and feathers, which are meant to
establish personal relationships between the wearer
and the forces of nature in the afterlife. The costumes
of the Mbulie-Hemba of southeast Zaire are especially
noticeable; the men, carrying three huge drums

carved out of blocks of hollowed wood, appear as
blurs of body paint and multi-colored feathers with
their straw hair and beaded necklaces.
African Oyé’s spectacular costumes as well as its
wide variety of acts create an exciting performance.

After receiving rave reviews from the New York
Times, the Los Angeles Times, the Boston Globe and

many others, it’s apparent the revue deserves its
popularity.
“We're never quite sure of audience reaction,”
Coffman said.
“In Wausau and Madison, Wis., we got huge

standing ovations, and we never would have figured

that.”
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New ski season brings
a new Miller movie

By Lance Wellbaum
Cc

SEDI

Warren Miller’s movies have
become a sort of big-screenalarm
clock for skiers.

Every year, about the time the

out with anew, albeit formulaic,
film, reminding skiers that, yes,
there will be another ski season;
and it's almost here.
His latest, “Steeper and
Deeper,” comes to HSU with

at

Preview

movie want to dojust that: go see
a Warren Miller movie. Miller is
to ski movies what Bill Clinton is
to politics: try to give everybody

Last

timing.

Movie

Film: Warren Miller's “Steeper
and Deeper”
Where: Kate Buchanan Room
When: 8 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday
Tickets: $5 adults, $3 children

first winter storms blanket
mountains white and die-hards
begin their sacrificial offerings
to the snow gods, Miller comes

impeccable

*

weekend’s storm left the Sierra
blanketed with more than two

feet of snow (enough to allow

Mammoth Mountain toopen for
Halloween), and the chill in
Arcata’s air is spurring skiers

and snowboarders into whimsi-

cal, wide-eyed conversations of

the coming season.
“Steeper and Deeper” will
undoubtedly look much the
same as Miller's last half-dozen

or so movies, complete with
corporate sponsor plugs, a trip
to New Zealand and floundering first timers flailing and falling off one of Snow Valley's
chairs (“Want your ski? ... Go
get it.”).
Miller’s overly familiar for-

mula isn’t exactly a bad thing.

Most who go to see a Miller

everything and doitwithasmile.
No one ever mistakes a Miller
movie for a Greg Stump movie.
Stump films for the hard-core
skiers who froth at the mouth
startsetalkon
in class
when some
ing about Cliff’s notes.

Miller makes movies with a

little bit of something for anyone

who loves to ski.
Face it: If a skier or boarder

doesn’t get stoked to see a ski
movie — any ski movie — at

least once, then he or she isn’t
much of a skier.

It’s all about sliding, after all,

and Miller’s filmed people sliding on snow for decades. His
movies may not be all adrena-

line, but they are all skiing.
And for any skier worth his

weight in 5 percent

powder,

that’s all that really matters anyway.

i
porch In the Mississippi Delta.
Two old-time bluesmen play the “devil’s music” on a front

Music documentary goes ‘Deep’
into the heart of blues country
By Lance Wellbaum

CURRENTS

=

of Mississippi blues joints and
musicians was a dream project
for former New York Times and
Rolling Stone music critic Rob-

For former Eurythmic David
Stewart, who conceived the

project and acted as executive

producer, it was an opportunity
to pay tribute to the blues musicians who inspired him to play
guitar.

for documentary film

music, and especially blues, the

result of their collaboration,
“Deep Blues,” is a rare opportu-

nity to see quasi-first hand the
hands and spirit that so elo-

2 full hours

a4

—

la

IMC

playing the blues. Some of the

Film: “Deep Biues”
Director: Robert Mugge
Written and narrated by:
Robert Palmer
Where: Minor
When: Starts Friday

ert Palmer.

pressive list of film credits.
For everyone else who loves

(Rap)

ally spiritual when it comes to

Leading a documentary tour

And

MOVEMENT

Movie
Review

EDITOR

maker Robert Mugge it was an
chance to add to an already im-

BLACK ‘N’ BROWN ‘ae

he describes.
Most of the musicians Palmer
highlights aren’t nationally famous, but they are exception-

:

best comes from the old, weary

musicians on their patios surfield
rounded by ee
the
have
players
land. These
blues

deep,

where

quently define southern blues.
Palmer’s well-honed writing
skills (the movie’s name is taken

from his 1981 book of the same
name) give a taste of the history

Palmer’s

With

extensive

knowledge of the blues (he also
founded the Memphis blues festival

in

the

mid-’60s)

and personality of blues and a

ence, the history of southern

glimpse at the regional differences and various musical tradi-

freshing, insightful perspective

tions of the Mississippi Delta.
Between

his historical

vi-

gnettes and tour-guide concise
descriptions of the surrounding

area, some of the area’s blues
musicians show and play what

{Ww
oo
{

blues unfolds and brings a reinto music that brims with tradition and deep roots.
“Deep Blues” is a must see for
any blues fan, whether the blues
is your life or youjust appreciate

music played from deep inside.

suu.9g9Y CD!
@©=7 «PYF Cass!

Out.11/3- i
“Due
| Been To You" ¢ Thomas
Acoustic / GoAsod
by

AS

and

Mugge’s documentary experi-

&

feretic

elk

and LOS

CASPER SPOOK
(ska / reggae)
Kate Buchanan

Palmer,

Mugge and Stewart are searching.

Room, HSU

Doors open at 8
$2 on-campus residents
$3 All others
ou
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Literature

HSU’s literary journal continues to please

® Nearing its 40th year of publication,
Toyon still gives writers and poets a
creative outlet for their work.
By Bobbi Hancock

said Judith Minty, English

_ professor and adviser to Toyon
for 11 years.

(UMBERJACK STAFF
After almost four decades of
|

of a need for writers in the

ublication, Toyon, Humboldt

te’s only literary publica-

=

community and on campus,
adding that even

;

is still aoe

ty

writer and onetime HSU

‘ounded in 1954 through the
English department and has

grown to be a nationwide

country.
Toyon was a
Last —
poetry
creative culmination of

of all types from “The om

boy,” in which a sturdy man
entering the bedroom looking

p

“It’s a good
springboard for
new writers,”

different
i

a separation
seebeen styles
and content.

said Michael

MNAJOIS

Boren, co-editor
_for this year’s

a

Raymond Carver

the writing into

‘

idea of

sectionalizing

for new

Toyon.

He hopes to get

writers.”

a more diverse
MICHAEL BOREN,
representation of
a certain amount
Toyon
co-editor
fiction and poetry
of prestige
by sectionalizing
attached to it. It’s
because literary tastes are
a good outlet.”
different — some people enjoy
Though Toyon is limited to
erotic
literature and others
fiction and poetry, Boren said,
prefer naturalist literature.
it encompasses many types of
The editors and a board,
fiction: short, long, funny or

It is no wonder that people
from all around the states and
every major are interested in
being part of the journal.
“People think that only
English students can submit
work. We gladly accept entries
from students in other depart-

contest so it has

ments and the community,”

as
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¢ Misc Soups
* Cones by
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* Soft Frozen
Yogurt
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* Video Games

¢ Street Fighter
21/2 25¢ a

game

Ask us about our

Birthday Party Plan
and Kids’ Hour
($3.00 per hr. - unlimited tokens)

822-7556
Just off the plaza, Arcata
(behind Plaza Design)

T

L

oe
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Bring this
ad and get
2 free tokens

severe budget cuts threatened
it with extinction.
But, Minty said, the English
department came to the rescue
with letters expressing the
gravity of losing the only outlet
for literature on the campus.
Associated Students agreed
to match funds with the
publication. For every dollar
Toyon earns, A.S. kicks in a
dollar.
“The Toyon has had to
charge for the second year ina
row,” Minty said.
“It only costs one dollar and
we hope that people will not
only submit their work but also

are playing
around with the

good
°

Tiffany’s

was free until 1990, when

He said they

... It's

springboa rd

short story

choosing the works to be
published).”
Despite the success of Toyon,
budget cuts have taken their
toll on the once-free publication.
Minty said the publication

has grouped all

the book without

spreads wisdom from the

establish their own process (of

Boren said that
in the past Toyon

people frOM

related to the

bench he lives on in a park.

es of

one year.

Toyon. “It’s

“The Toyon is the only allstudent produced literary
publication,” Minty said. “The
editors are autonomous and

submitted.”

all

writers and

for his woman, to “The Park

Poet,” about a man who

get

The deadline for submissions, which can be dropped
off at (or mailed to) the English
department, is December 14.

chance that literature of
varying tastes will be published.

have been

student, was an

editor for Toyon

publication with entries

submitted from all over the

pee

We

Carver, a famous

and fiction was

ee

other bookstores in Arcata.

which allows for a greater

before the works

"

Raymond

e annual publication for

submissions will be published,

“But we also have a tightknit group of people who have
already established a dialogue
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English department, the HSU
Bookstore, Jambalaya and

total control choosing which

from different majors.

Minty says Toyon grew out

support it.”
Toyon is for sale through

made up of students from
various backgrounds, have

serious; as well as all types of
poetry, from sweet to sour,
which allows writers a lot of
creative freedom in their
personal style of writing.
“Our publication is unique,”
Boren said, “because we get all
of writers and people
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By Dirk Rabdau
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Béla Fleck and the
Flecktones continue to push

the musical envelope, producing an album in which its
namesake takes a back seat to
the rest of the band.

Its latest release, “UFO

Tofu,” is the Flecktones’
RISTOWANIE

1TALIANO

Cucina
Deliziosa!
305 F Street, Eureka

445-1912

hippest effort to date.
Drawing upon jazz, fusion,

beat and funk
bluegrass, world
influences, the album offers an
unparalleled variety of
instrumental sound.
Béla Fleck, a master of the
banjo, leads this unlikely

motley group of talent. Time

magazine hailed the Nashville
resident as the Jimmy Hendrix
of the banjo.
“I think Jimmy Hendrix is

a far-fetched,” Fleck said
fore the group's Sept. 2 show
at the Arcata Theater.
“I don’t have that kind of
energy. My forte is not going
berserk.
“Instead I like to let Howard

pain as he wails
contort with
away on the harmonica with
one hand while playing piano
with the other.
The Flecktones make all the
right turns on “UFO Tofu,”

berserk so they both get huge
applause for their solos. I tend
to feature a different style, a
little slower.
“It makes me kind of wish
that I changed stuff around,”
he said.

dueling banjos in which

(Levy) and Victor (Wooten) go

can by allowing it to stand

On stage Levy seems to

niment.

The song “UFO Tofu,” for
which the album is named,

was inspired by Baby Gramps,

“Bonnie and Slyde.”
“Bonnie and Slyde” is a

a Seattle-based performer, who

she presented him on the last

Howard Levy.

alone without musical accom-

Wooten, pianist/harmonica
player Levy and Fleck all take
turns in the lead — and
restrained refinement of

to the intense styles of his

his five- and six-string bass
guitars and just minutes later,
plays fretless bass like a true
jazzman.
Wooten’s ability to go from
the incredibly intense to the
subtle is matched only by

“The Godfather of Soul”
should take note of Wooten’s
tribute in which he elevates his
instrument like few bassists

“Magic Fingers” — a sort of

tribute to Bonnie Raitt, for
whom the Flecktones opened
on her European tour.

counterparts.
Bass player Victor Wooten
slaps down funky baselines on

dedication to James Brown.

combining the raw energy of

The 34-year-old New York
City native plays with a
subtlety that can only be fully

appreciated when juxtaposed

This unrestrained approach
manifests itself in Wooten’s
funk groove “Sex in a Pan,” a

sang a song about palindromes.

After being excited by the

Fleck makes use of the slyde

night of the tour, and with a
gentle bluegrass and country

feel, Fleck leaves little doubt of
his propensity to create a
mood with the banjo.

But the band gives fans what

they want by indulging in

some fancy playing. “Magic

Fingers” allows Fleck, Wooten
and Levy to borrow and

expand upon each other’s
licks.

idea, the Flecktones wrote a
song that contains music
lindromes, or music that can
be played the same way
forwards as backwards.
Thus the title “UFO Tofu” is

a palindrome itself (ufoT
OFU).
“The parts we didn’t learn

backwards sounded great
backwards,” Fleck said.
“It was kind of spooky. It
makes me wish we played the
whole thing backwards.”
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Defensive linemen take control
By Kevin Melissare
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ithough they

may not

realize it,
HSU defensive linemen Jarrod

Spaulding, Wes Smith and Wes
McGarity are part of aformula
that hasbeen used tocreategreat

3m
pe

defenses for the past three decades.
Like the Rams of the 1960s, the
Steelers of the ‘70s and the Eagles
of the ‘80s, the ‘Jack defense relies on its explosive front line to
disrupt its opponent's offense
and take control of the game.
Since the beginningof the season the Lumberjack defense has

been ranked No. 1 in the Northern California Athletic Conference, and for a time it was No. 1
in the nation against the run. All
along the front has led the attack.
This season the defensive line
has 29 quarterback sacks, six j
fumble recoveries
and 30 tackles |
for minus yards. Much of the |:
grunt
work that built these numbers is attributed to the threesome of Spaulding, Smith and
McGarity.
Although they credit most of
As the heart and soul of HSU’s defense, (From left) Wes Smith,
their success to defensive coordinator Doug Adkins’ “just let
les and a pas deflection, the the average lineman, Smith, a
game plan, it’sspeed
them play”
major who red-shirted
wildlife major led the history
and skit het gets them into the junior
his
freshman
year, is as producvictory
to A 19-7
oe
ition’s backfield.
tive
as
Spaulding.
Ver the Cossacks.
estar of the group, leftend
Sandwiched
between
Adding two sacks, a fumble
iting nadsihe team
JarrodS
Spaulding
and
Smith
is right
to
tackles
solo
four
recovery and
in sacks (0), plays for minus yards
tackle
Wes
McGarity.
The
senior
was
totals
Saturday’s defensive
(13), and is second only to lineuses
his
6’3”,
270
lbs.
frame
to
homore rightend Wes Smith.
ker Reggi
muscle his way to the quarterAt 6’ and 217 lbs., Smith uses
ee
en
pea
back,
and he leads the Lumberhis
then
rather
feet
his quick
ulding, who has perfected
jacks
with
his three fumble rehis head fake, has the ability to strength to get thejob done.“ The
dominate a game, which is what
he did Saturday against Sonoma
tackks,
State. With four saceight

bigger they are, the faster I run
around them, he said.
Although he is smaller then

coveries.

Because he is stuck in the
middle of the line, McGarity

major from John

But the formula of pounding
an opponent with a defensive
front would never work with-

said.
The linebackers and secondary may geta little more toclean
up Saturday when the Hayward
State Pioneers come to
Redwood
Bow! at 7p.m.

social work

Muir High School in Pasadena
said. “We fit together well. But if
a piece is missing, it all falls
apart.”

the linebackers clean up,” Smith

The battle for third should be between
Cal-Poly Pomona, UC Davis, Grand Can-

The NCAA Division II cross country

Western Regional meet will be held Sat-

The HSU men’s cross country team
won its third straight Northern California Athletic Conference Championship
Saturday.
The team displayed a combination of
talent, experience and luck at Beau Pre
Golf Course in McKinleyville to post a
perfect 15-point score. A perfect score is
accomplished when a team fills all five

DeMontigny, fourth, and sophomore
Dave Wasserman, fifth.

Coach Dave Wells said the team’s per-

formance will still be talked about for 20
RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Chris Parmer was the individual
champion at the NCAC race.

yon of Arizona and the host team, Portland State, he said.
However, it doesn’t mean the mencan’t

urday in Portland, Ore. and the HSU men

win the meet.

win the meet against Cal-Poly

ter.”
HSU’s top runner, senior Chris Parmer
said he wasn’t worried about being
ranked below Cal-Poly SLO. “It plays to
our advantage, we deserve a higher ranking but they’re only rankings.”

are expected to be one of two teams vying
for the title.
Coach Dave Wells said the team’s first
gory is to finish among the top three.
is would allow Humboldt to advance
to the Division II National Finals in Slippery Rock, Penn.
The team also wants to prove they can

led by senior
the 5.15 mile
Parmer’s lead
second, senior
senior Phil

Parmer was named conference Athlete of the Year and Wells Men’s Coach of
the Year. All HSU runners earned AllConference honors.

out linebackers and a secondary
that carries more than its own
weight. “They hold up the receivers for us,” McGarity said of
the HSU secondary. “We

complement each other.”
“What ever gets through us,

TOUMBERJACK STAFF

LUMBERJACK STAFF

shing spots.

file plays as Spaulding or Smith,
but he realizes that without his
presence the defense would not
function as well as it does.
“We are like a puzzle,” the

By Ben McMorrles

By Ben McMorrles

umboldt’s five were
Chris Parmer, who ran
course in 26:05. Following
were senior Reed Elmore,
Scott Whitham, third,

doesn’t make as many high pro-

Runners favored in regional

Striders win
conference

to:

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Wes McGarity and Jarrod Spaulding stop the running attack.

San Luis

eee
team, Wells said.
C dag
currently ranked first in the
Western
Region, coming off a solid vic"7 its conference championship.
hey won with 22 points, which is
similar to what we did in conference,”
Wells said, “But that might not indicate
anything because the northern schools
take the conference championshi ps more
seriously than southern schools.
Wells said he sees the
regionals shap-

ing

up very

ging out

close, with

Cal-Poly SLO

umboldt for first.

“Towin we need the same kind of split
we had last week from our top five,”
Wells said. “We have to run a little bet-

Senior Scott Whitham said, “It’s good if
we are ranked low because we will surprise them.”
One thing

that may help the ‘Jacks at

the regionals is their prior history, Wells
said. “Humboldt hasa history of running
well in big meets and San Luis Obispo
doesn’t, so it could go either way.”
In addition to the top seven,men,
Humboldt will also take the women, who
did not qualify at the conference. meet
but will benefit from big-race experience,
Wells said.

The Lumberjack

Northern California Athletic Conference

HSU

CSU Hayward
Sonoma St.

San FranciscoSt.
CSU Chico

Tournament”

$3.00.

Coach Dave Wells

Fun
Run
November 22,1992.
10:00a.m.
Guess

win a

our time and

FREE Turkey!

week, good luck
to all surviving
teams!
Drop-in recreation hours
still available.

en

Veeae
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mates, wore spikes instead of

flat running shoes. “Staying on
the grass with the spikes was a
real advantage,” she said.
Finishing behind Eckberg
were freshman Sara Flores, 14th,
Seymour, 16th, and
junior Gerry
Atkinson said both she and
Seymour fell coming down the
hill because it was very slippery
on that part of the course.
“The women ran tough,”
Wells said. “But we could have
been a little more prepared
equipment-wise. It could have
helped.”
iC Davis repeated as conference champion, finishing with
37 points. CSU Stanislaus was
second, while Chico State finished third and San Francisco
State fifth.
The women

Portland,
to vel
tra

Ore., on Nov. 7, to compete in
the West Regional meet.

Intramural
Tournaments
continuin this

see

“This
my
was
best race of
the year,”
said
Eckberg,
who, unher
like
team-

junior Alice Atkinson, 17th.

“Turkey Trot”

one

race.”

November 13th & 14th
at Cal Courts! Come

show your stuff!
Students only $2.00,
Community members

wees
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UC Davis
SonomaSt.
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HSU
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Women’s volleyball

we

Budweiser.

The HSU Women’scrosscoun7 team finished fourth at the
orthern California Athletic
Conference Championships Saturday.
points, the team barely
75 th
Wi
missed a third place finish. Chico
State played the spoiler, edging
out Humboldt by eight —.
Eckberg
Freshman Summer
3.1
the
led the women, finishing
mile race at Beau Pre Golf Course
in McKinleyville in 19:08, good
enough for seventh place.
“Summer ran like a veteran,”
Coach Dave Wells said. “She
off
took
strong and
ranasmart
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HSU’s Mare Dobring (white) kicks in a goal againet Hayward.

Soccer wins two, too late

By Harry Kassakhian
Halloween was a horror for
CSU Hayward’s soccer team.
The

‘Jacks

first

battered

Hayward 8-1 on Saturday and
continued the punishment on
Sunday with a 2-1 overtime vic-

tory.

Though mathematically HSU
can’t win the conference, as it
has only one game left to play,
the victory was a confidence
builder.
Conference lead scorer and
raduating senior Kamika
ood said, “They'll
have the
team to take it next year,” refer-

ring to the ‘Jacks failure to win
year.
the ee
Exley said
Head coach
the team has returned to its intensity.

full strength,”
“We're clostoer
Exley said, but injuries are still
taking a toll on the team.
He said one of the reasons the
‘Jacks’ strong beginning that included five consecutive victories
turned into a string of defeats is
the distance HSU has to travel to
play other schools.
a he problem for Humboldt
es
back-to-back
is playing
that tive . out,” Exle said. IHe
was un— the game schedule
air.

Students who make
a difference
Kenichiro Komori
Kenichiro Komori is one of the unsung heros of the
International Student Union (ISU). He has always

been generous with his time whether it is working
the Lumberjack Days Booth, helping to organize
the Annual Spring ISU Cultural event, supporting
other events to bring international and American
students together, or making presentations
regarding the Japanese fishing industry (and the
environment). Thanks Kenichiro.
Board, Associated Students, Humboldt Orientation Program,
To nominate
a student for this ad
They are available
at: 21

oneal
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$150 per unit:
Which group gets to pay it next?
be wasted.
It is unfair to single out one

{ f you felt alienated by the
system this semester when

you had to pay $654, imagine

paying $2,250 the next time

around. That’s what students
returning for a second degree may

face next fall, or possibly as early
as next semester.

The duplicate-degree tuition bill

rode the tail of the high-profile 40
percent fee hike passed by the
Legislature this fall. About 5,700
CSU students seeking second
bachelor’s and master’s degrees

will pay $150 per unit.
The projected earnings from this

small group would be about $15
million per year, and would
apparently fill in some gaps in the
CSU’s budget.
However, many students will
not be able to arrange further
financing in time for the 1993 fall
semester, let alone by January, so
the money won’t make it into the
coffers. The CSU budget will have
to absorb that lack of revenue.
Many students won't be able to
continue at all, so the time, effort
and money they’ ve invested will

group to bear an inordinate share

of the burden for the CSU system.
It smacks of ageism and punishes
hard-working, determined people
who disrupt their lives by
returning to school to improve

their education or their employability.
The days of single, lifetime
careers are passing. Many people
will change careers — not just jobs
— several times. They shouldn’t

be penalized for trying to keep
pace with society's changes.
Which group will be singled out

next to make up for the con-

tj

voluted state budget mess? How
much notice will it get that it must

come up with almost four times
the money to pay for its education?
According to a statement in the
Legislative Counsel’s Digest, the

If you would like to voice your opinion about this latest fee
increase to the CSU Board of Trustees, here is the address
and phone number:

CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz

fee hike was passed as an urgency

400 Golden Shore
Long Beach, Calif. 90802-4275
(310) 985-2800

statute — “necessary for the
immediate preservation of the
public peace, health or safety.”
Which public?

Letters to the editor
Lack of action
About three weeks ago an attempted
rape occurred between the library and
the dorms. The rapist was hiding in the
bushes and
behind, a

grabbed the woman
to her throat.

from

Two male witnesses chased the rapist
away, but have not come forward to describe the assailant. The survivor could
not see her attacker’s face; he was behind
her throughout the attack.
eee ro ve cee © wamntn, wae
raped
near Gist Hall by a man whose
actions were nearly identical to those of

the recent rapist.

The survivor of the first

rape has since tested HIV positive, and
she had no other way of contracting the
disease.

typed and lees than 600 words.

Letters to the editor can be malied or delivered to The

Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Call.

06621.

eae

sonsient by Spm. OS

must be 200 words or lees. Letters

and

columne

aunt inotude tie writer's name, city,
renner,
ened
end year in echoo! If trom a eaudent. They

con

to editing
for grammar, style, content and

The only action taken by the university
police was to post “crime alert” fliers on
campus. I want to know why the campus
taken
administration and UPD have not
more action to notify women of this blatant threat to our safety.
The Lumberjack reported these stories
but they weren’t highly visible.
Asa woman, | am tired of living in fear.
Is this university’s lack of action on these
matters just another example of institutionalized sexism?
Pro-rape attitudes and rape will not be
tolerated. If you have ideas, or need suprt on these issues, please come to the
omen’s Center in House 55.

Eileen Cohune,

junior, social work

Park for safety
There have been several reported and
this semester on camunreported rapes
pus. Asa female student, Ino longer feel
safe going to the library, night classes or
ee by myself.
e other night I parked in the service
vehicle zone next to my work. When I
came out 10 minutes later I had a $15
ticket on my car.
I understand we are part of the CSU
comune ticksystem which requires systemwide
eting of illegally
isa unique campus
dark. However,
within the system. We are in the beauti-

ful yet dark redwood forest with plenty

of places for people to hide and attack
from.
There must be some way to open the

parking lots to all who need to come on
campus at night,
ess of parking
permit ownership.
This would allow all
people to at least park somewhat near
their destination.
Service vehicle zones should also be
open for short-term pa:
after dark.
What service vehicles work after 5 p.m.
anyway?

It is my understanding
that several
years ago, after a murder, the UPD
stopped
ticketing at night. Let’s be
proactive and protect people on campus
at night by not ticketing when they are
working to be safe.
Erin Mayes Lewis

senior, liberal studies

Rape via language
I overheard a conversation where two
“men” were referring to women as “beavers.”
Why do some men continue to assume
innate superiority over women? Referring to women as beavers, bitches, hoes,
etc. may seem “manly” and amusing but
to me is vulgar and offensive.
The degradation of women by men
with nam
and snowballs
into rape. I see no d
between
verbally dehumanizing a woman or
physically raping her, as both show a

disregard for a woman’s integrity.
Any decent, self-respecting man
wouldn’t act this way. I know many
women who are much more profound
and intelligent than most men I know.

Women deserve more than the deal that
we as a patriarchal society give them.
To all men whose brains reside in between their legs, I say this: A woman has
aright to be addressed as such. A woman
has a right to dignity and respect. A
woman has a right not to be raped, regardless of how rapists justify the act.
These men should consider how they
treat women and ask themselves if they

would want their own mothers to be
treated in the same manner.
Don Rossington
senior, sociology

Stop the hate
Stop this hate, Melissa Kirk.
ite your letter under the headline

“get the point,” I still don’t. While I agree
with you that rape is a serious social
problem, I can’t see how your suggestion
of fighting rape with murder will help
anyone.
You wrote that “80-90 percent of men
interviewed on a college campus admitted they would rape if they wouldn’t get
caught.” I find this incredible and sin-

See Letters, page 32
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cerely hope that it is not true, Could you
please supply a reference to back up this
outrageous figure?
Lloyd Robbins
senior, wildlife

all the hoopla regarding Columbus, who
gone, is not simply a
is centuries long

smokescreen for white American atrocities, broken treaties and theincarceration
of tribal Americans in reservations, Chicanos
in barrios and

blacks
tos.

I do not disagree with your right to
make recommendations on ballot propo-

liar that antiColumbian state-

tions are based on false information.
Jam referring specifically to your “no”
recommendation on Proposition 162,
which has a direct effect on the HSU

faculty. The pension funds are not tax-

payer money.

Approximately 5 percent of each fac-

ulty member's salary is taken out of our
paychecks each month as our contribu-

tion to the pension fund. In addition,
when we are hired we are informed that
the state will also make a contribution to
the pension fund. We consider this state
contribution to be in lieu of extra salary.
If a private business took its employees’ pension fund and used the money for
business purposes, I am sure The Lumberjack would think that terribly unfair.
Yet, that is what the governor did to our
pension fund, arbitrarily changing the
rules under which we were hired and

causing a reduction in our cost-of-living
agreement. It is unconscionable for the

governor to take our money.

It is to that above problem that Proposition 162 was directed.
I regret that you were misinformed
concerning Proposition 162. I also regret
that there was no chance to redress your
error before the election.

Frederick P. Cranston

professor of physics, emeritus

But it is pecu-

ments by racial

seem to suggest
that colored Americans have

joined themonoc-

ultural relativists.
Where
does
one find self-determination in
this coalition of
Columbus bash-

someone’s docu-

mentsjust because
of their foreignap-

pearance or accent.
The INS can

free by joining
any majority in

one is undocumented at a hear-

fenseless dead?
Chicanos and
Native Americans would be

ing before being
deported.
It is also illegal
in San Francisco,
Oakland, as well

best served by
commemorating

as many other cities for the police

Columbus Day as
the Day of the

or any other employee of the city
toprovidethe INS
with information
about someone’s

Survival of theindigenous peoples
he inadvertently
brought to Western mankind’s

immigration status. You may call Mexi-

consciousness.

Yes, we are still here! But now we
speak English or Spanish, and some of us

speak French. But, without a doubt, we
Debra Orosco
junior, chemistry

Commend A.R.C.H.

can American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (415) 543-6698.

Will those who enforce the law and
break the law be accountable for their

behavior?

AIDS emphasis
I am deeply appreciative of the accurate article about ae to Washington,
D.C., for the N.A.M.E.S. Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt display. However, I
would like an opportunity to point out
that the emphasis of the article is not
individuals involved, but AIDS itself.
The HIV education/prevention work!
do is not beyond anyone's capability.
at as
The work I do should not be looked
special or unique in any way. There are
tens of thousands of volunteers nationprevenwide working for the education,
only
The
AIDS.
of
treatment
tion and
requirement to be an AIDS activist is
care!

For further information on HIV/AIDS
education call Substance Abuse Resource
Center at 826-0515.

Jeff Bernstein
senior,

Survivors still here
A student of history needs only to read

child development and psychology

seven of James Rawls’ “Indians

of
California” to discover that the U.S.
government officially promoted the genocide of California’s Indians for the good
of white civilization. We do not have to

UPD and the INS

sult the Black Legend to focuson Europeanatrocities perpetrated onindigenous

On Oct. 6, University Police Department Sgt. Sousa noticed five males workingin the modulars. He asked them what
they were oe. who spoke broken

A thinking person has got to wonder if

supervisor's pager number, at which

go back to Columbus’ darker age or con-

English gave

a card with their

Garciela Ornelas

senior, psychology

I was concerned that the recent letter

(Oct. 21) regarding the Adult Re-entry
Center (A.R.C.H.) conveyed a very different reality from what I have experienced.
A.R.C.H.’s volunteer staff of men and
women have worked incredibly hard to
reach out to all students who are returning to (or even beginning) college after a
break in their education. They have done
their best to make House 55 as comfortable for menasitis for women. They have
held “open houses,” special orientation
be ge
rtand social groups, and
ve worked
hard to be advocates and
allies for all re-entry students.
Instead of being condemned, I believe
that A.R.C.H. should be commended.
Rees Hughes
director of student activities
and leadership development

Arcata

Joshua Kinch

Eureka

only prove some-

vilifying and defaming the de-

live.

Publisher,

“Paving Moratorium Update”

Just read in your Letters to the Editor
box that you limit your letters to 200
words.
Considering that your function is campus communication, I find that limit very
odd. Are you saving space for more ads
or more articles on how tough minorities
have it in this brutal honkey world? Or
are you simply preparing your “journalism” majors for their mechanical roles in
an increasingly moribund, corporate
newspaper chain job market?
In any event, I think you should be
ashamed to limit your letter section to the
same size as one pizza ad. Have a little
class. You don’t have to cop out until you
graduate! Not now, silly!

question or check

does one become

Jan Lundberg

not worth it, and
released them.
Just as a reminder of what I

— to
UPD at HSU
threaten, detain,

ing? Since when

revolution.

Odd word limit

read to you Sgt.
Sousa: According
to human rights,
it is illegal for the
INS or the police
— Sgt. Sousa,

minority persons

activism and ethic that go even beyond

the time and en-

ergy to put them
into custody was

in ghet-

False information
sitions. However, you do a disservice to
your readers when your recommenda-

there was no answer.
So Sgt. Sousa took them to CCAT house,
called the Immigration and Naturalizato be
tion Service and found only three
He
“illegal.”
talked to INS
again, found that

Web of life
“California's Environment” in the Oct.
21 Lumberjack was informative as to detail. But the series was a piecemeal treatmentofourenvironment. Instead of treating our living earth as one being under
— the stories separately discussed air
pollution, fish, forests, etc. The web of life
tying them together was not evident.
The three large common links to ecological deterioration in California and
the world over are: overpopulation, petroleum use, and too much development
viaroads (paved and unpaved )and parking lots. This covers motor vehicles, which
you did not take on, although the U.S.
fleet is the world’s prime destroyer of the
ozone layer and the biggest cause of global warming.
The editorial on salmon advocated reforms thatare too little too late,and should
haveincludeda moratorium on newroads
and parking lots. One of the other articles
could have raised the question of our
extinction along with the countless other
species now disappearing forever.
Without a comprehensive view of the
ecosystem, we could complete the finishing off of the planet.
” and
very foundationof ”
brought tolight, quesmust be ics
econom
tioned, and replaced by a conservation

Waffling Democrats
In my nine years of schooling, why
have so many of my professors been liberal Democrats? Is there some ideal, some
grand old ideology that would save the
world espoused in this party that I am
missing?
In my experience thereisonly one thing
this party has to offer: a liberal attitude,

and by liberal I mean a free attitude and

not piously indulgent. This seems amiss

in the Republican Party, and by restrained
I mean bridled, not stifled.

Both have their concentrated points,

and the word associations could goon for
ever. But only one party has, in my opinion, the capacity to be trusted. It boils to
this: I have no faith in the Democratic
Party.
I sense, however, unison and consistency in the Republican Party, a line of
thought rooted to some way of thinking,
and I prefer its thinking.
I don’t know the thinking in the Democratic Party, I don’t see any basic rules,
even a code it follows. They murmur and
waffle too much. They are more susceptible to guilt and rejection and thus hustle
to every cry in a false expression of concern. They want to be justified and accepted in their thinking, not to stand for
a true principle.
Keith R. Kelsch
graduate, English

Insulting attitude
: ae

ent Bush, and quite

lem with Presi-

obviously

your

guest

columnist John Schutt Jr., is Nese tale b-

sumption that the American people “really don’t understand.”
We understand recession. We understand high crimes, drugs, poor education, violence, racism, sexism, etc. Bush,
Mr. Schutt, seems the one having trouble
understanding.
Your insulting and condescending attitude reflects the attitude the American

public has had to put up with for the last
12 years. This “understanding” will
Bush his job.
Teresa Morales
senior, English

An open letter to
President Clinton
Dear President-to-be Clinton:
Now whaddyagonnado? You’ve won the battle,

but a four-year war looms ahead. You've

ised some great things for this country,and

prom-

Ameri-

cans aren’t in the mood for four years
of politicsas-usual.
As
know, Ross Perot’s entry into the race
and his insistence that you all focus on the issues
raised the public consciousness to a modern-politics mini-apex.A
example
of this emergence
from apathyisa
friendof mine who
voted yesterday; it

Editor's

Notes

was the first a
in his life he’d

voted in a presidential

election.

oyunan

who
it was Perot
got him interested, and Perot
he voted for. He
said he wanted a change, and like many fi
Perot was theonly candidate
who looked at
change
realistically.
But now my friend and all of us have to get
behind you, Bill, and hope your vision for change
can work. So Ive jotted down a few of the things
ou promised to do. This way we can all rememr what to expect in the next four years. You vow
ME MOUGMiiniaaee

to:

¢ spend $20 billion per year on a Rebuild American fund;
e double federal spending on education and
make college loans available to all;
¢ spend more money to train and educate wel-

fare recipients so they can find jobs;
© increase funding for AIDS research by at least
$600 million;

¢ increase the nation’s police force by 100,000 to
fight crime; and
¢ give schools more money for security, counse-

lor and mentor programs.

My friend is curious, Bill, where all this mone
is going to come from. It sounds like quite a chun
of greenbacks, but you’ve promised to cut the
federal deficit in half in four years. Is it going to
come from increased taxes on the rich? From the
increase in marginal rates from 31 percent to 36
t on folks making more than $150,000, or
$200,000? Seems like
joint folks making more
that will be more or less offset by the tax break
promised the less-than-$80,000 folks.
youve
recently became unemployed — and
My
other first in his life — and he certainly has no
to spare for you. Well, you’ve no doubt got
something figured out. While you're working on
it, keep in mind you've also promised to:
© cut federal administrative costs by 3 percent
annually during your term;
© cut 100,000 federal jobs by attrition;
e phase in universal health-care coverage and
force employers to pay for it; and
¢ improve the environmentby introducing more
stringent clean-air standards, water-runoff standards and by reducing greenhouse-effect gases.

Bill, my friend said he thinks most of these
things will cost the nation money — and perhaps
a few jobs.
All told, you’ve made a long list of lofty priorities to tacklein four years. There’s some great stuff
here, and my friend wishes you luck. He'll no
doubt check this list in ‘96 to see how you've done.
Let’s just hope you haven't set your sights too
high. It would be a shame if Americans voted for
you with the impression that your platform was
feasible and later found out gsc floated so
lem (oh yeah,
high they added to the ozone P
don’t forget to mitigate ozone depletion, as promised.)

Britt is The Lumberjack’s editor in chief.

The choices: activism or apathy
By Katrina S. Hagen

GUEST COLUMNIST

“Students don’t vote. Do you expect me to come in here
and kiss your ass?” — Sen. Wyche Folwer (D-GA)
There’s a very good reason for Georgia Sen. Wyche
Fowler’s recent statement to young volunteers campaigning for deficit reductions, the reason being simply
that it’s the plain ugly truth. The majority of students
do not vote.
While our sisters and brothers in China, South Africa
and Eastern Europe are putting their lives on the line
for the right to vote, 65
t of U.S. students are
passively foregoing their right to take part in one of the
world’s oldest democracies. This is the reason why it
makes me sick when inactive, apathetic students whine
and complain about budget problems, our sorry excuses for presidential candidates and any other issue of
current interest.

On one of our beautiful sunny days a few weeks ago,
I was owe> the Quad with some acquaintances,

discussing the

outcome of the teach-in and walkout

that had occurred two days earlier. The consensus in
the
group was that the
was a failure because of
the lack of
cipation. I disagreed. I saw the procession of students march to the administration building
and it was quite a large turnout.
The point at which the sunny day suddenly dimmed
for me was when I heard where they were placing the
blame for the “lack” of participation. They were blaming the school “leaders” — the students who initiated
and organized the rally, organized its speakers and

marchers, and put up posters.

These acquaintances of mine, whom I suspect have
never participated in any social or political action, said
that the leaders of the campus should have put more
effort into recruiting inactive people like themselves.
Huh? I was stunned. I was disgusted. Never before

have I heard such blatant criticism come from such
obviously uninformed, apathetic people. They were
complaining because someone else didn’t try hard
enough to get them to participate! One student asked
me, “Well, how come no one approached me and asked
me for my help?”
“Folks, what are we going to do about apathy and lack
of participation?” When I asked them this question, no
one answered.
So the next day, I went up to the open mike, where I

talked about these apathetic souls and again asked the
estion: What can we do? These same students were in

the Quad the day of my speech, and guess what? They
werent listening.
Is it really necessary to take people by the hand and
show them baby step by baby step how to actively
participate? No. There isn’t enough time in the world to
accomplish this. Thus, it’s up to each of us, not someone
else, to educate us and get us involved.
Leaders are there as initiators, not as babysitters. We

may look to leaders for guidance and counsel, but we
shouldn't expect them to search each of us out in the
crowd to personally inviteus to join them. It’s up toeach

of us to inform ourselves and move ahead to make a
difference.

I've stressed and actively promoted voter registration
by registering voters for the past nine months. I cannot
stress enough the importance of voting. We must vote in
every election, at every level. Ask questions about local
as well as national initiatives. In doing this, we will
in to notice that our voice and our vote does indeed
make a difference.
Talk is cheap, my friends. Get out there, get active, get
mad, get educated
and stop your whining.
Hagen is a political science junior. She is also A.S.
commissioner for voter registration and education, and is
president of the Progressive Student Alliance.
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OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE

INTERNATIONAL
Make money
EMPLOYMENT:
Japan
abroad.
English
g
teachin
0
-$4,00
$2,000
Make
and Taiwan.
&
room
provide
Many
per month.
ally
Financi
s!
board+ other benefit
For
& Culturally rewarding!
m
progra
International Employment
the
call
application,
and
International Employment Group:

KENWOOD RECEIVER MODEL
KR-4400. Many inputs, outputs.
Works fine. $50. 839-8068.

(2006) 632-1146 Ext. J6047.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer andCareer
No
employment available.

experience

employment program call 1-20611/18
634-0468 ext. C6047.
OF NORTHERN

TRAVELHOST

CALIFORNIA is seeking account

executive to sell a new product.
Call on restaurants and local
businesses. Commission potential

K per year.

$25-60

18 K GOLD RING $100, appraised
TASCO binoculars,
at $180;
AT&T
10x50mm wide angle;
cordless phone; mountain bike;

NEW DAY CARE in Myrtletowne.
Art, music, reading, cooking and
more. “These things are fun, and
fun is good.” Dr. Seuss. License
10/11
pending. 444-2792.

STUDYING BLUES? Get a mental boost. Better than coffee! All
natural concentrate and enhance

APA/MLA/CBE STYLE REformat
to
typed
PORTS
specifications. Call Lorna to have

amp guitar, more.

Students

train
will
but
preferred,
alling
Cold-c
s.
sional
profes
Call
experience given priority.
.
details
iew
interv
for
today
677Call
date.
start
ate
immedi
11/18

0332.

822-8725.

your memory. Wholesale marketing allows delivery. Don’t wait!
Questions—822-6979.

For

necessary.

NEED ACADEMIC TYPING?
Sendcassette(s) or legible copy to
Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt &
accurate word processing. Laser
printing. 445-5771. P. O. Box
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155.120

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY for all of

PERSONALS

day!

Birthday!

Birthday!

Love,

Gogubs.

AUTOMOTIVES

sports, slides of art. 444-2792.

& ORGANIZATIONS

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
POTLUCK every Wednesday 111 p.m., Nelson Hall 116. RAD
WATCHERS monitoring timber
harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,
Info—Orange,

Nelson Hall 118.
822-6896.

D&D
VAN INN) sO)
{ aa”

PANIC—Speed

DON’T

and

yours.
be
can
accuracy
or tape
copy
Handwritten
transcriptions. Call Lorna at 8222226 for time estimate. Can't be
11/11
beat!

SELL YOUR CAR OR MOTOR-

CYCLE, or your extra parts in this

space! $5/25 words, special prices
for starving students. Call 826-

GREEKS

& CLUBS

RAISE
A COOL

*1000

THRILLS
CLUBS

needs.

Weddings, portraits, architecture,

Happy
Happy Happy Happy Happy
Happy BirthHappy Happy Happy

photographic

your

Happy

SWEEDUOS—Happy

your paper typed while you sleep.
11/11
822-2226.

w
—
on
©

“~
»

EVERYBODY
THRILL—place

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000
FOR THE
MEMBER
WHO CALLS!
No obligation.
No cost.

A
NEEDS
your ad in this

space!

You also get a FREE

SERVICES

HEADPHONE RADIO
just
for calling
1-800-932-0528,
Ext. 65

MASSAGE!MASSAGE!MASSAGE!

Treat yourself to a healing
You
It's your day.
massage.
unwind.
deserve it. Relax and
Call Dan, 826-2792. Certified Massage Therapist, excellent rates.

very
ORTHO-BIONOMY—A
gentle and relaxing therapy, highly
effective in release of discomfort
associated with structural tension
andimpalance. Intuitive massage
andreflexology. Appointment 8227247. Reidun Olsson.

NOTICES

Make change.
Small change, big
change, cool
change,
change your life.
Advertise in
The Lumberjack
Classified Ads!

THIS IS VERY FLEXIBLE SPACE.

Notify any body about anything by
placing an ad in this space for just

$5/25 words. And be sure to ask

about special
students!

rates for starving

ONRISE HE
High Quality Bulk
erbs, Spices,

Sl

8% also tune
Buy

° Sell

Loans

315

on

soap & facial care

+ Trade
anything

waetsen.
F

eCandles & incense
eNatural Shampoos,

oO

eBooks, cards & tapes

sof

e Baskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes

Street

PUSS’ 448-8332
r

eGift ideas
1068 | Street, Arcata

« 822-5296

(between 10th & 11th)
Monday-Saturday 10-6 « Sunday 11-5

here's Nol
Place Like

Bayshore Mall, Eureka

443-7723

Featuring Surfwear By:
¢ Mossimo
¢ Rusty

e Jamaican Style
¢ Fresh Jive

Ya

° Stussy
¢ Quicksilver
e Cross Colors

= ——t—<i—~CS~w™Ss
Specialnt
“Stude

10% oFF Any’

| REGULARLY PRICED ITEM WITH COUPO

Frozen Yogurt
(With Coupon)

Redwood

Yo

1573 G Street ¢ 826-7677
Northtown Arcata
( over

the

footbridge

)

Good Thru Nov. 18th » One Coupon Per Customer Please

CALENDAR
Wednesday

dl

e Friends of the Redwood
Libraries November Book

e “Medication for Arthritis,” lecture by Nancy Van
Speybroeck, M.D., and

442-6463 for information.

e “Teaching English in
Nepal,” slide show /lecture at
5 p.m. in Nelson Hall East
232, 826-3342 for information.

Chi aon vs. Chico St. in
co, 9 p.m.

¢ Women’s Volleyball vs.
CSU Hayward in SantaCruz,

pot p.m.
efera
ae

e Artists’ reception for

show “Light

Form,” 7:30

Museum at 1315 G Street in
Arcata, 826-2758 for information.

e¢ Information session by
Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA) recruiter,

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 6

p.m.

in Siemens Hall 120, 415-7443013 for information.

Music

=_

¢ Soccer vs. Chico St. at
¢ Football vs. CSU
Hayward in Redwood

* oe Jazz/Wind Ensemble, 8 p.m. in the Van

Stadium at 7 p.m.
yball vs.
¢ Women’s Volleyball

a”

¢ “Health, Sanitation and
Other Community Concerns

Monday 9

in Liberia,” slide show /

Music
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the Van Duzer Theatre, 826-

7:30 p.m.

eccame

lecture at 6:30 p.m. in Nelson
Hall East 232.

e “Africa Oye!,” 8 p.m. at

UC Santa Cruz in Santa Cruz,

826-3531 for

Et Cetera

tion.

Chico, 1 p.m.

Old Creamery Dancenter,
839-0425 for information.

hi

Restaurant, 860 10th St. in
Arcata, 826-2133 for informa-

St. in Portland, Ore.

and Jon Lukas, 7 p.m. at the

ae

12:30 p.m. at the Crosswinds

cross country at the NCAA II
West Regionals at Portland

¢ Jambay, Skankin’ Pickle

Tuesday 10

e The Beamers, 9:30 a.m. to

¢ Men’s and Women’s

7

Music

Sports

p.m. in the Natural History

Sunday 8
Sat urday

6

lecture by Christine Elder at 8

e Dreamwork class combining group work, tarot and
art, 5:30 to 7 p.m. Saturdays
through Dec. 5, 826-0407 for
information.

Goucher, 6 p.m. in the Vector
Conference Room at 2121
Myrtle Avenue in Eureka,

Friday

Carnivores: Insectivorous
Flora of the Golden State,”

F Streets in Eureka, 442-7488
for information.

occupational therapist Judy

;

e “Discovering California

Sale, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Camegie Building at 7th and

peer

cal

3928 for information.
Et Cetera

Et Cefera

.m. in the Karshner Lounge,
§26-4149 for information.

ae
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And the winners are ...
COLOR TALKS
we
black women,
like coals on
a hot fire,
can’t forget
our mothers,
especially
the ones
like you, mother,
sitting
beside me
at dinner
in pink skin
and yellow hair.
when i say
“mama, do you
understand,”
touching
your arm
that rests
on the table,
fingers tapping
as you look
into your glass
of red wine,
we know
this color
is one thing
you'll never understand.
over the phone
my girlfriend says,
“it’s those damn
white women takin’

our men,

puttin’ out the pussy
like it’s free,”
i say,
“i know girl,
ain’t that the truth”
and i’m thinking,

that’s you, mother
she’s talking about.

First-place poet profile
Name: Amber Flora Thomas
Major: Double: English and history
Year: Junior
Discipline: Poetry

Home town: Mendocino
Age: 20
eAbout her poetry:

“All my poetry for the first five years was really

happy happy stuff. As | progressed in my work, it became more
serious and more about what I’m experiencing in society and
dealing with.”

e The process: “It takes a while, working on poetry. | look at it; | stare
at it. It’s not easy — it’s not like | just write it and go ‘Oh, that’s
perfect.’ It’s constant work, and | like that.”

e COLOR TALKS: “Growing up in Mendocino County there was very

few minority people. But since I’ve been up here, and as | get older
and establish myself into my own life, | connect more with African
American people and that side of my culture. That poem came

directly from that.”

Name: Kelly Clancy
Major: Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Discipline: Photography
Home town: Davis
Age: 20
eAbout her photo:

“! was taking some pictures of my sisters when my

|

older sister was home from college.” The older sister is 21, the
younger is 5.
e Why she chose to enter it: “The picture really captured the sarcasm

|
|

of my little sister. | really like how it shows her attitude.”
e The print: “| didn’t crop the picture to cut their hair off. | liked both

|

of them having this wispy. long hair.” (It was the lines and contrast of

|

the hair, incidentally, that won over the judges.)

|

e The future of her photography: “I’m thinking about a photography

minor, but I’m not quite sure. It’s nothing | can see myself supporting

a family with later on in life. I'd pursue it more as a hobby.”

|

|
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RAT STORY
—toB

when i found

Winners

Rain and Broken Tea Cups: A Sister's Fortune Told

real men

Once you took me downtown,
up flights of wooden stairs
st patchulli scented rooms.
ou made tea
and “rolled your own,”
dressed in a maroon sweater
from some church bazaar.
I watched you drop acid
and later, feel asleep
listening to your
colored words.

He used to think
the reason the glass always
hit the kitchen floor
was because his teachers
were not happy
with his homework and
the shouting in the hallways

You lived in your car for a week,

But Daddy, he cared.

drank beer,
smoked Craven A’s,
played bingo on Wednesdays.

To strengthen the boy’s arms,
he pounded them firmly at
the weakest points
and his screams toughened
his frail lungs and kept
him trying harder to improve
on their approval.
Fists build character early.

was about

his bad grades
and he just couldn’t do
nothing right no how.

a rambler classic,

the rat

in the driveway
with its feet
curled into

Forever West coast grey

its grey chest

and endless days

like little fists,
looking neat
and asleep
in the sun,
i thought about
putting it
into a brown bag
and giving it

passed unnoticed.

I moved off the Island.

You had Sylvia,
bought fashion frames,

Best we-really-tried-to-read-somethingprofound-into-it-because-it-was-so-tightand-it-reminded-us-of-Deep Thoughts
poem:

and flew to California.
We mail each other clever

greeting cards and

to you,

lightly discuss politics
over the phone,
and we worry,
but not to each other,
about what we might have lost.

even after
i picked it up
by the tail
with tissue
and discovered
the large hole
at the base

“Desktop Reflection”

As the grass grows, so does fear.

— Kelly Salter,
exchange student from the

University of Alabama

of its neck,

the spine
sticking out

That’s why I like Easter baskets.
|

— Andrew Jones and Sandra Nine

A bit about the judging

like a popsickle stick
dripping dried blood,

The Lumberjack would like to thank all those who put
their time and energy into entering and judging this contest.
When everything had been received, we ended up with
more than 60 poems, two dozen photographs and 19 short-

i thought,
as i tossed it
into the grass
that it could
still belong

short stories.

Stories and photographs were judged by two different
panels of six and eight ‘Jack editors and staff, respectively.

to you,

since it wasn’t
the neat thing
it appeared
to be and
neither were you.

who graciously volunteered her time to choose a winner and

offer some comments:
“Although several of the finalists’ poems were provocative

and deserving of recognition, I chose ‘Color Talks’ as the firstplace winner.

“Not only does this poem emerge from the personal with

honesty and depth of emotion, it deals with real issues, with

The photography panel was comprised wholly from our

universal questions that have no easy answers.
"This poem is also very well-crafted. Economy of language,

ence. One former Toyon editor (and one possible future
editor) helped judge short-shorts.

precise imagery, and a lean form all contribute to the poem’s

photography staff and editors with photography experi-

Poetry was screened by seven staffers, all of whom read
and write poems. The final seven poems were judged by
HSU English Professor and published poet Judith Minty,

— Amber Flora Thomas

energy, to how it reverberates on the page and in the reader’s
consciousness afterwards.”
Thanks to your support, The Lumberjack looks forward to
possibly holding a 1993 contest.
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Redwood Sports Velo Promo
Commuting / Racing / Touring
P.O. Box 275 ¢ Eureka, CA 95502
(707) 839-8296/(800) 995-VELO

and
Santa's Helpers
Present

The

yoHnty and Ny Ge
Mountain Bike
Circuit Race
Rain or Shine—Pray for Mud!

Sunday, December 13" - 9:00 a.m.

at Lazy L Ranch in Arcata, CA

FEES:

REGISTRATION:

Sunday, December 13, 1992, 9:00 am at Lazy L Ranch, Arcata, California
Technically difficult, mostly single track using horse trails around the ranch.
13 mile circuit with lots of climbing.

$10.00 (pre-registration) & $2.00 NORBA insurance surcharge. Beginners
can get a one-day license for $3.00.

Alll other cats require a NORBA license

Opens at 7:30 am, closes 30 minutes before each race
1st race (beginners and juniors) starts promptly at 9:00 am.
(Directoré reserves the right to combine categories.)

by 12/5/92 and save $5.00. Entry fee
will be $15.00 day of event. Pre-registration helps eliminate
pre-race delays so you can start on time!!! Make checks

payable to RSVP and mail to P.O. Box 275,
Eureka, CA 95502.
AWARDS:
VOLUNTEERS!!!:
INFORMATION:

1st, 2nd, 3rd Place in each category—cash
& merchandise.

No offer of help will be refused!!!
Call the Directoré: (707) 839-8296 eves.
or (800) ee

Mona says: ‘Wear Your Helmet/”

DATE:

COURSE:

— Daniel Haley

JAPANESE

RESTAURANT

2120 4th ST., EUREKA
ENTER FROM 101 OR V STREET .
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A short story about
Mitch Duckwell (you)
By Matt Hanf
Prologue:
You are my main character. You are
Mitch Duckwell. You can deny the fact that
when someone calls the name Mitc
Duckwell it is you who will answer; but
you know you will. You are Mitch
Duckwell, and you must merely
learn to deal with it.

counter. A thimbleheaded youngster,
who reminds you of how much of a
geek you were in high school (deny it, I
dare you), looks at you and then at the
cow parts.
His quick quotation of the item’s
price shows his firm grasp of his job.
(The ability to discern the sound of
shattering bovine from tearing

Yom

ornaments. Youturnaway

from anyone.
You panic. Your ears
burn. You can feel a prickly

sensation climb up your

as if nothing happened.
(Don’t lie, you know you do.)
To yourself you curse yourself, but
not to anyone else, merely to yourself

you curse.
“It’s a damn Hallmark store. I

could’ve knocked over any one of 743

thousand laminated pulp
are not only unbreakable,

Kippur card is important

knows his shit and is not
about to take any of the
aforementioned fecal matter

neck as you read this page.
(Yes you can, don’t give
me any lip.) The clerk’s eyes

4.

products that
but cheap so

that if my use of the adjective ‘unbreakable’ evolves into a misnomer I can
readily repay my debtor for the

damage ... and I broke the cow.”

You are harsh on yourself, as you
should be, for you are not proving to be

a graceful and attractive protagonist.
“450 dollars.”

A voice peaks up from behind the

Virst-place writer profile €

Name: Matt Hanf
Major: English/teacher prep.
Year: Senior

Discipline: Writing
Home town: Reseda

|

Age: 21

y

Where did Mitch come trom: “It was kind of a challenge in creative

writing class ... | wanted to write a story in second person and just be
meaner than the reader and force them to believe they would do this

stuff. Violent fiction, | guess.”

in retail sales.) Thimblehead

Insert story here:
Damn, you can’t believe

you broke that porcelain
cow.
You search the store for
witnesses. No one saw. An
old lady comes walkering
out from behind the x-mas

¥}

settle on you as your peepers stare star
struck at him. Your hand shoots up to
the rescue and points to the grandmotherly figure with the walker.

Thimblehead’s accusatory gander

passes over you, focusing on the
geriatric Jesus figure of this story.
As she mentally pieces the crash she

heard with the shards of cow parts she

is just noticing, Thimblehead repeats,
“450 dollars.”
His stare is a child-proof cap.

She looks up from the floor, realizing
to whom the figurative ball has been
passed.

“I didn’t...”

¢ How long did It take: “It took about an hour to write the original draft,
then | re-did it a couple of times.”

° Where will writing take him: “I'll be rooming on skid row with a

philosophy major, picking up bag ladies.”
e¢ On being a writer: “If you want to be a writer, and this is why I'm nota
writer, you do it everyday. You devote an hour to it everyday. Or at least
four times a week. You make it important. That's the difference between
a writer, and someone who writes well.”

“Go easy on her man,” you pipe up,
“let her pay it off in installments.”

“You don’t think I...”

“Don’t worry lady, I won’t testify
against you.”
“I didn’t break the cow,” she shouts
through a cough.
When his glare returns to you, you
ascertain that he is not convinced that
this walker-aided elderly lady, who is
almost five feet away from the cow
shrapnel, is the perpetrator.
You are innately a jerk, and the fact
that this scam is faltering is really
beginning to annoy you. You look at
the old lady. You know she makes
good money off her social security
income. You don’t. You work at a

drudge factory where the bosses whip
you and make you listen to Lionel
Richie radio. She’s had all her life to
gather wealth. You are relatively young
for your age. Sure she didn’t bust the
bovine, but she could have just as easily
been the victim of the very incubus of
agility that you fell prey to. Hell, you
already owe the phone company, the
gas company and the tape club. This
bill could bust you. By not accepting
the blame she is personally plunging
you into terminal debt. 450 bucks is no
small chunk of change. By the time you
paid it off you could be her age ... all
this because of a stupid cow who

See Cow, page 4
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Cow

-

© Continued from page 3
could’ve fallen in front of anyone.
Enraged at being victimized by fate, Isaac
Newton and this rich lady’s blind, bourgeois,
self-serving credo of honesty, you turn to her
in righteous indignation:

“Lady, I’ve never been the subject of such an
unjust accusation in my life. You think you can
get away with your cow crushing because I’m
young, don’t you? You think that because I'm

rt of a generation whose biological develop-

ment at this juncture of time coincides with a

deep psychological need to test the confines of
society that I would take out my alleged

rebellion on a defenseless porcelain giver of
milk! I’m wounded that a person of your
obvious experience and, judging by the color of

your clothes, compassion, would allow a
budding young flower like my damn self to
shlep blame for a folly that you know is your

own, much the same as my generation wilt
suffer the consequences of the crimes of your

past ... Japanese internment camps and an

ineffective way to judge TV ratings.”
She stands there in dumbfounded amazement. Her lips mouth your words as her mind
grasps for meaning.
Thimblehead’s glasses are steamed.
You exhale, maintaining the crest of heaving
horse hooey, and strut out the door.

Epilogue:

— Lynden Holmes
T

As you close the door behind you the bell's tinkle
sounds the end of the scene for the characters whose

lives you left fragmented and confused like the

hough we didn’t originally intend to run a second-place

following sentence. And did. But you must come

down from the torrent of polysyllabic hip hop dodge
ball you have played. Your veins are swelled like

photo, we changed our minds. While lacking the visual

impact and appeal of the winning photo, all the judges agreed
this photo was technically above the other entries and deserved

your vocabulary and your head is swimming like

you sentence structure. You need to sit down.

You thank your agnostic God that the bus is on
time.

recognition.

*
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